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Abstract
Molecular Dynamics Simulations of Small Molecule Diffusion in Hydrogels
Arvind Sivasubramanian
Anthony M. Lowman, Ph.D
Solute diffusion across polymer matrices is important in several technological ap-
plications such as controlled drug delivery, gel electrophoresis and gas separation.
Our primary objective is to investigate the effect of size-exclusion on solute diffusion
in polymer matrices with a focus on crosslinked hydrogel networks. The diffusion co-
efficient of a solute in a hydrogel depends on the free-volume available as determined
by the solute size and the polymer concentration. However, hydrogels have a highly
disordered pore structure due to the random nature of the crosslinking techniques
used in their preparation. The characterization of the free-volume of this pore struc-
ture by experimental techniques or mathematical modeling is not straightforward.
Consequently, this precludes a direct testing of the correlation between diffusion and
free-volume. In this thesis, we prepare simple, defect-free, end-crosslinked polymer
networks via computer simulation. We choose a coarse-grained bead-spring represen-
tation for our polymer chains. In addition to crosslinked networks, we also prepare
other host matrices: polymer solutions composed of flexible chains and fibrous ma-
trices composed of interpenetrating rods. The free-volume available to a solute of a
given size in these host matrices is characterized by calculating the so-called accessi-
ble volume fraction. Subsequently, the solute diffusion coefficients are computed by
performing Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations. Our general finding is that the
solute diffusion coefficients in these host matrices correlate well with the accessible
xvii
volume fraction, which collapses onto one single variable the twin effects of solute
size and polymer concentration. In the case of a crosslinked network with a given
crosslinking density, solute diffusivities are a unique function of the accessible volume
fraction. We also conclude that the mobility of the chains in the polymer matrix has
a significant effect on solute diffusion, even at high accessible volume fraction. We
have also investigated the effect of attractive solute-polymer interactions on solute
partitioning and diffusion in crosslinked networks. A solute with specific interactions
diffuses faster than an inert solute of the same size. We attribute this to the active
partitioning of solutes across the bottlenecks in the network that the solute encounters
during diffusion.
1Chapter 1: Motivation and Research Objectives
1.1 Introduction
Among the several fascinating and practically relevant duties that long-chain
macromolecules have been called on to perform, their role as barrier materials ranks
among the most important ones. The techniques of electrophoresis, which have been
central to the advances made in molecular biology, depend critically on regulating the
transport of biomolecules across poly(acrylamide) gels. The controlled release of ther-
apeutic agents across polymeric hydrogels has fashioned new treatments for a variety
of diseases. Poly(imide) membranes used in ultrafiltration and Reverse Osmosis (RO)
applications, crosslinked polystyrene beads used in Size Exclusion Chromatography
(SEC) are more instances wherein the useful barrier properties of polymers have been
invoked. In these and other applications, the focus is to achieve size-based separa-
tion of permeants or solutes by adjusting the pore size distribution of the polymeric
material. We may also take advantage of features such as polymer-solute interactions
or solute conformational flexibility to further fine-tune the separation process. How-
ever, the basic idea remains the simple size exclusion that allows or bars permeants
and solutes from being transported through the porous polymer material. One of
the earliest examinations of size-exclusion was by Renkin [1] who studied solute dif-
fusion across cellulose membranes. Subsequently, research contributions from areas
as diverse as drug delivery, gas diffusion in membranes and percolation theory have
contributed immensely to shape our knowledge of this field.
2In this work, we are concerned primarily with solute diffusion in solvent-filled
polymer solutions and networks. We investigate questions that bear relevance to
controlled drug release and electrophoretic separations. Quite obviously, there is a
huge body of research comprising phenomenological and first-principles modeling and
computer simulations that concern solute diffusion in swollen polymers. However,
there remain some open questions, which we address in this work using computer
simulations.
1.2 Hydrogels
Our interest in studying solute diffusion in polymer networks stems from the
experimental work in our laboratory on polymeric hydrogel membranes. Hydrogels
are hydrophilic, three-dimensional polymer networks that are capable of imbibing
large quantities of water or biological fluid. The integrity of the hydrogel network
is maintained by either physical or chemical crosslinks. Physical crosslinks include
chain entanglements, crystallites and weak associations such as hydrogen bonding
or van der Waals forces. Hydrogels can also be formed by chemical crosslinking of
bifunctional monomers using trifunctional or tetrafunctional crosslinker molecules.
Polyelectrolyte hydrogels containing ionizable moieties such as -NH2 or -COOH have
been dubbed as ”smart materials” because of the way they respond to changes in the
conditions of the solvent medium in which they are placed. In these materials, the
charge density of the polymer backbone can be varied by modulating the pH or the
3ionic strength of the surrounding solution. This leads to an expansion or contraction
of the hydrogel network. For example, as the pH is continuously increased across
the pKa of a poly(methacrylic acid) hydrogel (PMAA), the gel exhibits a volume
transition from a shrunken state to a highly swollen state due to the osmotic pressure
exerted by the counter-ions. Such environment sensitive behavior has been creatively
exploited [2] in the oral delivery of the hormone insulin to the gastro-intestinal tract.
Two properties of hydrogels, their high water content and a rubbery consistency,
make them akin to natural tissue. As a result, hydrogels have been employed in
several biomedical applications such as drug delivery devices, biosensors and nucleus
pulposus replacement for spinal cord injuries [3, 4]. In a typical drug delivery device,
a solute such as a bioactive drug molecule is encapsulated in a hydrogel membrane.
Upon exposure to body fluids, the membrane swells and the solute diffuses out of the
membrane into the bloodstream. If solute release occurs simultaneously across both
sides of a slab-like membrane, solving Fick’s second law for diffusion results in the
following short time approximation [5].
Mt
M∞
=
4
δ
(
Dt
pi
)1/2
(1.1)
Mt/M∞ denotes the fraction of the total solute contained in the membrane that is
released by time t, δ is the width of the membrane and D is the solute diffusion
coefficient across the membrane. D is thus directly related to the kinetics of solute
release. There is thus great practical and fundamental interest in investigating how
4the diffusion coefficient of the solute depends on its size and the molecular level
architecture of the hydrogel network, the better to exercise control over the kinetics
of drug release.
The basic determinants of the diffusion coefficient of a solute in a gel include
the radius of the solute rs, the polymer volume fraction φ, the random geometry of
the open spaces inside the network and the flexibility of the polymer backbone. In
addition, the diffusion of the solute might be influenced by hydrophobic, hydrophilic
and electrostatic interactions between the solute and the polymer chains.
1.3 Diffusion and Chemical Potential
In the most general formulation [6], the average velocity 〈vI〉 of molecules of
species I is driven by a gradient in its chemical potential µI . If linear response is
assumed,
〈vI〉 = − D
RT
• ∇µI (1.2)
T is the temperature and R is the universal gas constant. With the definition of
chemical potential, we have,
〈vI〉 = − D
RT
• [ VI∇p− SI∇T + FI +RT∇ln aI ] (1.3)
VI and SI are the specific molar volume and entropy of species I, aI is its activity
and p is the pressure. FI is an external force such as due to electromotive effects. In
5an isotropic medium, the diffusion tensor D maybe replaced by the scalar diffusion
coefficient D. In the absence of temperature and pressure gradients and electromotive
forces, we get
〈vI〉 = −D∇ ln aI
〈vI〉aI = JI = −D∇aI ,
which is Fick’s first law for the flux JI of particles of species I if the activity aI is
equated to the concentration.
1.4 Diffusion in Membranes
The description of solute transport in solvent filled porous media hinges critically
on the dimensions of the pores and their geometry. Consider a macroscopic pore with
dimensions in the range 0.1-1 µm. The pore acts as little more than a container for
the solvent and a molecular sized solute with dimensions ranging from a few tens to
a few hundred Angstroms is swept through the membrane by convective flow of the
solvent. In contrast to these macroporous membranes, microporous membranes are
fabricated using a track-etch process that results in straight pores of uniform cross
section with near-molecular dimensions (50-200 A˚). Typical examples include microp-
orous polycarbonate and mica membranes. Deen[7] provides an excellent overview of
hindered diffusion of solutes in microporous membranes. In an unbounded solution,
the resistance to Brownian motion of the solute is equal to the hydrodynamic drag
6exerted by the continuum solvent. For a spherical solute of radius rs, this leads to
the Stokes-Einstein free-solution diffusivity D0 .
D0 =
kBT
6piηrs
(1.4)
η is the solvent viscosity. However, for a solute with dimensions similar to that of the
pore, diffusion in the cramped space of the pore causes the molecular friction coeffi-
cient to exceed its value in free solution. Solute-wall hydrodynamic interactions and
steric exclusion by the membrane contribute the most to increased friction, resulting
in hindered diffusion. The transport equation for solute flux J across the membrane
is
J = −K−1D0∂C
∂z
+GV C (1.5)
C is the solute concentration and V represents the fully developed solvent velocity
profile in the membrane. GV C represents the convective flux. K and G are hydrody-
namic coefficients that are functions of the reduced solute size λ =
rs
ro
and the radial
position β =
r
ro
, ro being the uniform pore radius. K represents the enhanced drag
on the solute that results in the hindered diffusion coefficient
D
D0
= K−1. Analytical
solutions are possible for K−1 based on complex hydrodynamic calculations. One
such result by Brenner and Gaydos [8] gives,
D
D0
= (1− λ)2
(
1− 9
8
λ lnλ−1 − 1.539λ+ o(λ)
)
(1.6)
7Thus a knowledge of the solute and uniform pore radius combined with the funda-
mental material balance equations provide expressions for the solute diffusivity in
uniform micropores.
Such consensus eludes solute transport in a material with disordered void struc-
tures. The voidage consists of voids separated by a bottleneck that will let some solutes
through but not others, isolated pores that are not integrated with the voidage, dead-
end pores that are connected but do not contribute usefully to transport. The porous
structure in these materials is not truly amenable to simplistic descriptions like an
average uniform pore size.
Such free-volume structures are very common in polymeric materials. The term
free-volume refers to the volume that is not occupied by the polymer chains. There has
been a great deal of research aimed at characterizing the geometry and connectivity
of the free-volume in polymers by using atomistic simulations. Since the free-volume
in polymers plays an important role in solute diffusion, we will review this topic in
some detail in Chapter 2.
The free-volume in randomly crosslinked hydrogels also shares several of the fea-
tures of disordered porous materials. Due to the randomness inherent in the crosslink-
ing procedure used to form the networks, there are bound to be spatial fluctuations
in the crosslinking density. Upon swelling, the local polymer concentration will fluc-
tuate because the fluctuations of crosslinking density result in variations in the local
swelling degree. These fluctuations lead to the creation of polymer-rich and polymer-
8depleted regions. Regions of high crosslinking density serve as bottlenecks for solute
diffusion. If we think of the network mesh in terms of pores, we have a pore-size
distribution that is not easily characterized. Therefore, in modeling solute diffusion
through hydrogels, we encounter difficulties common to other porous materials also.
1.5 Obstruction-Scaling Model for Solute Diffusion
The Obstruction-Scaling model developed by Amsden [9] proposes that the solute
diffuses across a crosslinked network by encountering a series of openings in the mesh
larger than itself. Thus, the ratio of the solute radius to the mesh size rs/ξ governs the
sieving properties of the network. Amsden assumes that the mesh size distribution
function is given by
g(r) =
pir
2R2
exp(−pi
4
(
r
R
)2) (1.7)
The mean radius of this distribution R is equated to the half the average mesh size of
the network ξ/2. The mesh size ξ is in turn obtained by using de Gennes’ analogy [10]
between a semi-dilute solution and a crosslinked network.
ξ ∼ aφ−3/4C−1/4∞ (1− 2χ)−1/4 (1.8)
a is the bond length, C∞ is the characteristic ratio of the polymer and χ is the
polymer-solvent interaction parameter. D/D0 is now equated to the probability of
9finding an opening in the mesh large enough to allow solute passage.
D
D0
=
∫ ∞
rs
g(r)dr ≡ exp[−pi
4
(
rs + rf
ksaφ−3/4C
−1/4
∞ (1− 2χ)−1/4 + 2rf
)2
] (1.9)
rf is the polymer fiber thickness that accounts for the finite size of the polymer chains
and ks is a constant. The Amsden model has been able to fit several sets of experi-
mental data for diffusion in hydrogels and returns physically consistent fit parameters.
This is certainly a useful result from the point of view of making predictions for new
systems.
1.5.1 Limitations of Phenomenological Models
However, fitting experimental data constitutes, at best only indirect proof for
the validity of the original assumption regarding the size dependence of the sieving
probability. In order to verify this assumption, we would need to measure D/D0 and
ξ independently in several well-defined model networks and test whether D/D0 scales
as rs/ξ.
But do such well-defined model systems exist? Typical methods that are used to
form hydrogel networks include crosslinking using a chemical reaction or by exposure
to ionizing radiation. However, the nature of the crosslinking, whether by chemical
reaction or radiation, is such that there is a random distribution of chain lengths
or mesh sizes between crosslinking junctions. Thus the kind of well-defined model
networks with a given mesh size that we need are rarely available.
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1.5.2 The Case for Computer Simulations
Our arguments here are certainly not aimed at diminishing the role of phenomeno-
logical modeling studies. Our point is that in systems with disorder, we are somewhat
limited in our understanding of fundamental mechanisms if we use only phenomeno-
logical models: we may have a simple hypothesis concerning a particular phenomenon,
but we might not be able to test it because of the lack of a well-defined model sys-
tem. This is where computer simulations help out. To paraphrase reasoning found
elsewhere [11], computer simulations with simple but well-defined model systems let
us answer questions regarding microscopic structure and mechanisms of motion in
situations wherein experiments have only limited and indirect access to the pertinent
quantities. For instance, we can easily construct a computer model of a gel with a
uniform mesh size, and directly verify whether D/D0 scales as rs/ξ.
It is important to offer this reasoning supporting a computer simulation study
for diffusion in gels. This is because a large number of mathematical models have
been proposed for describing solute diffusion in polymers and crosslinked networks.
Amsden has produced an excellent summary [12], comparing the predictions of these
models to experimental data using a non-linear regression procedure. The regression
coefficients for each model and the trends for solute size and concentration dependence
were analysed. Based on this, Amsden has rated the predictive capability of these
models in typical experimental situations. The computer simulations in this thesis
complement the knowledge already gained from mathematical modeling. It is not our
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objective in this thesis to extensively compare our simulation results to mathematical
models or experimental data for specific systems, or derive a mathematical model
of our own. Instead, we would like to utilize the flexibility afforded by computer
simulation to identify general trends, to determine directly the effect of variables that
are not easily measured experimentally and to study individual effects such as those
due to size-exclusion and interactions that cannot be decoupled in experiment.
1.6 The Accessible Volume Fraction
Randomly oriented, infinitely long, cylindrical fibers are frequently used as ide-
alized representations of gels. This is partly because their structure is amenable to
geometric analysis. Several years ago, Ogston[13] derived an expression for the pore
size distribution g(r) in such a system based on simple geometric analysis.
g(r) =
2φ(r + a)
a2
exp[−φ(r + a)2/a2] (1.10)
r and a are the radii of the spherical pores and the cylindrical fibers respectively.
g(r) is essentially the probability of finding a pore of radius r in the matrix. The
accessible volume fraction φacc of a solute of radius rs in the matrix is the fraction of
pores such that r > rs.
φacc =
∫ ∞
rs
g(r)dr (1.11)
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The accessible volume fraction φacc thus accounts only for that fraction of the pore
volume that is large enough to accommodate the solute without overlap with the
fibers. For a hypothetical point-sized solute in any matrix, it is easy to see that
φacc = 1− φ, where φ is the obstacle volume fraction. φacc is an informative measure
of the porosity especially because it is solute size specific. φacc is an important variable
in our work and it will be useful to remember this definition. For the particular case
of cylindrical fibers, using Equation 1.10 for g(r) gives,
φacc = exp(−φ(1 + rs/a)2) (1.12)
The above is the Ogston expression for the accessible volume fraction of a solute in
a network of interpenetrating cylindrical fibers. Johansson et al. [14] have verified
Equation 1.12 to be an exact result.
An alternate way to understand the physical meaning of φacc is to consider it
as the fraction of the pore volume that the solute can visit during its travels in the
pore structure. Then, a reasonable guess to make is that the solute diffusivity is
related to φacc in some manner. The extended Ogston model [15] used widely in the
analysis of gel electrophoresis data models this dependence by simply equating these
two variables. Since electrophoresis proceeds under the influence of an electric field,
the relevant transport parameter is the mobility µ = V/E rather than the diffusivity
D. V is the solute velocity and E is the electric field. The gel is idealized as a
network of randomly oriented fibers and the Ogston expression used for φacc. If µ0 is
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the mobility of the solute in pure solvent,
µ
µ0
= φacc = exp(−φ(1 + rs/a)2) (1.13)
What the above equation says is important. Consider two solutes of different sizes
placed in matrices of different pore volumes. Equation 1.13 says that as long as φacc
for the solutes in the two cases is the same, the solutes will be retarded to the same
extent due to size-exclusion effects. This is true irrespective of the individual values
of the polymer concentration or solute size.
This so called extended-Ogston model is widely used in gel electrophoresis. When
electrophoresis data are plotted as lnµ/µ0 versus φ, a negatively sloped straight
line results. Inspite of the fact that the relation µ/µ0 = φacc was never proved
rigorously (and has been proved to be incorrect since), this linear relationship between
lnµ/µ0 versus φ was considered proof of such an equivalence. This is an instance of a
fundamental assumption being justified not by direct measurements of the variables
involved, but by fitting other secondary variables to a model.
1.6.1 BD Simulations of Johansson et al.
Johansson and co-workers were the first to actually establish a definite connection
between solute diffusivities and the accessible volume fraction in polymers. They did
this by measuring D and φacc for model systems directly by computer simulations [14,
16].
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These authors performed Brownian Dynamics (BD) simulations of solute diffusion
in rod-like polymer chains. The rod-like chains consisted of consecutive spherical
beads of diameter a∗ placed at touching distance from one another. The polymer
volume fraction φ in these simulations ranged from 0.005 to 0.049. The chains in
their simulation were permitted to cross each other, corresponding to theta conditions.
Solutes were modeled as spheres with a diameter range of 5-30 A˚.
The chains were fixed in space and the Brownian motion of the individual solutes
was propagated by generating a Gaussian displacement S(4t). This corresponds to
a diffusion process in a virtual solvent with a diffusion constant D0. If the random
displacement did not result in an overlap with the polymer chains, the solute was
moved to the new coordinate. Depending on the solute size, a particular fraction of
the displacements result in an overlap, leading to a diffusivity D lower than that of
the underlying Gaussian process, D0.
When the simulation results are plotted asD/D0 versus α = φ(1+
rs
rf
)2 = − lnφacc,
data for different values of φ and rs collapse onto a universal curve. This is an impor-
tant result for it showed that the twin effects of solute size and polymer concentration
on size-exclusion can be collapsed onto a single number.
The same authors derived an analytical expression to relate D/D0 and φacc for
rod-like chains using the cylindrical-cell model. They begin with the argument that
the effective diffusion coefficient in a large system of volume V can be described as the
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result of local flows in microscopic subsystems using a volume averaging procedure.
D =
1
V
∫ ∞
0
n(Vc)D(Vc)dVc (1.14)
n(Vc)dVc is the fraction of subsystems with a volume between Vc and Vc + dVc and
D(Vc) is the diffusion coefficient in the subsystem. In the cylindrical-cell model, each
subsystem consists of a polymer fiber and the neighboring void space that is free of
other polymer fibers. By assuming that the distribution n(Vc) is related to the Ogston
pore size distribution g(r), the volume averaging procedure results in the following
expression1
D
D0
= φacc +
lnφacc
φacc
E1(2(− lnφacc)) (1.15)
E1 is the exponential integral function.
E1(x) =
∫ ∞
x
e−u
u
du (1.16)
Apart from slightly overpredicting D/D0 , Equation 1.15 produced an excellent fit
to the BD simulation data. In addition to connecting D/D0 to φacc, Johansson’s
derivation also tells us that the assumption µ/µ0 = φacc is incorrect.
1This expression is different from that in the original work, where it is expressed in terms of the
parameter α = φ(1 +
rs
rf
)2 = − lnφacc via Equation 1.12
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1.7 Computer Simulations of Diffusion in Gels
In this section, we discuss computer simulations of solute diffusion in gels. The
one aspect common to all of these simulations is that they use idealized computer
models of the gel structure. The simulations of Netz and Dorfmu¨ller were aimed
primarily at studying the phenomenon of anomalous diffusion of large tracers in gels.
The simulations of Allison et al. and Slater and co-workers were geared more towards
investigating the electrophoresis behavior of small molecules in gels.
1.7.1 Netz and Dorfmu¨ller
Netz and Dorfmu¨ller[17] performed off lattice Monte Carlo simulations of tracer
diffusion in model structures representing gels. For instance, poly(acrylamide) gel
networks were constructed by locating the crosslinker molecules randomly on the
sites of a diamond lattice. Poly(acrylamide) chains were grown with atomistic detail
between crosslinking sites. Anomalous tracer diffusion in these model networks was
studied as a function of crosslinking density and tracer size. In subsequent work[18],
these authors studied the diffusion of tracers in matrices comprised of randomly dis-
tributed point obstacles and gels modeled as cubic cage-like structures. They derived
an analytical expression identical to that due to Johansson to relate D/D0 and φacc.
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1.7.2 Allison et al.
Recently, Allison and co-workers[19] have used BD simulations to model the elec-
trophoretic mobility of spherical and rod-like particles in a three-dimensional cubic
gel lattice and applied it to examine DNA diffusion in gels. The model for the 3D gel
is a periodic cubic gel lattice similar to that devised by Slater (see below). For non-
interacting spherical and cylindrical solutes of various sizes, the reduced mobility in
dilute gels, µ/µ0, was a function of the solute excluded volume fraction φex = 1−φacc.
However, experimental mobilities show a much greater concentration dependence than
that obtained from simulation with noninteracting solutes. Therefore the authors in-
troduce an attractive interaction between the DNA rods and the polymer. Simulated
mobilities with this attractive solute-polymer potential with a distance dependence
given by r−4 and an attractive well-depth α = −0.3kBT are in good agreement with
experimental results. The authors state that the particular value for α is to be un-
derstood as a qualitative estimate that will change if a potential with a different r
dependence is used.
1.7.3 Mercier and Slater
Slater and co-workers have developed a methodology[20] to obtain reduced elec-
trophoretic mobilities µ/µ0 and diffusivities D/D0 using their lattice random-walk
model. The position of the model tracer (square particle, pseudospherical particles
assembled from smaller cubes) evolves on a cubic lattice by random moves to neigh-
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boring lattice points with a bias determined by the direction of the electric field. If S
is the number of lattice sites, the methodology allows for the estimation of the trans-
port property by a numerical solution of a set of S linear equations. These linear
equations are related to the occupancy probability of the lattice sites ( related to the
tracer size and lattice obstacle concentration) and jump dynamics. The continuum
limit is attained by progressively shrinking the lattice constant and extracting the
transport property in the limit of an extremely fine grid. The simulations are carried
out for different model obstacles. Examples include long fiber bundles oriented par-
allel to each other and crosslinked gels represented by cage-like structures similar to
that constructed by Netz and Dorfmu¨ller . These authors determine that in the zero
field limit, data for D/D0 from their simulations is well fit by an expression of the
form
D
D0
= 1 + φex(a1 + a2φex + a3φ
2
ex + etc . . .) (1.17)
φex = 1 − φacc is the volume excluded to the solute. The coefficients a1, a2 etc
are functions of the geometry, periodicity and randomness of the gel structure. For
instance, lattice representations of randomly crosslinked gels in these simulations
display a1 = −2/3
1.8 Discussion
The brief literature review above reveals some of the salient features regarding
computer modeling of gels.
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1. The gel structure is usually idealized by either simple geometric shapes or lattice
obstacles.
2. More often than not, neither the connectivity of the chain monomers nor the
presence of the mesh like network structure is explicitly taken into account.
3. Also, to the best of our knowledge, solute diffusion has not been investigated in
a network that was generated by a random-crosslinking procedure.
4. Most importantly, previous computer simulations of solute diffusion have con-
sidered only frozen polymer chains. Matrix mobility is usually not taken into
account.
5. The use of frozen matrices to study diffusion also precludes probing the different
solute diffusional characteristics in polymer solutions and crosslinked networks.
Greater chain mobility is what differentiates a solution from a network, which
behaves more like a solid.
In this thesis we will remedy each of the deficiencies mentioned above by using a
more realistic model for the polymer chains. In addition, the formation of crosslinked
networks and their swelling will be performed based on procedures well established
in the polymer physics literature. In addition, we will study solute diffusion in both
frozen and mobile matrices and compare solute diffusion in polymer solutions and
crosslinked networks.
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1.9 Research Objectives
The elegant work by Johansson and co-workers has already established the utility
of the accessible volume fraction in describing solute diffusion. In this thesis, we will
use φacc as the primary independent variable to correlate solute diffusion in different
kinds of matrices. We make an attempt to answer the following questions.
1. What are the differences in the accessible volume properties between of solu-
tions and crosslinked networks?. How does crosslinking and swelling a polymer
solution affect φacc?.
2. What is the effect of the permanent crosslinks in networks on solute diffusion?.
How does crosslinking affect the dependence of solute diffusivity on the acces-
sible volume?.
3. What is the effect of polymer chain dynamics on solute diffusion?. It is implicitly
assumed in mathematical modeling that a time-averaged fixed pore distribution
captures the effect of chain dynamics on solute diffusion accurately. We wish
to investigate this assumption for different solute sizes.
4. What is the effect of attractive solute-polymer interactions on solute diffusion
in crosslinked networks?. To the best of our knowledge, this question has not
been investigated systematically by computer simulations. Also it is not easy to
divorce the effects of size-exclusion from those due to solute-polymer interactions
in experiments.
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We use Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations wherein Newton’s equations of mo-
tion are solved for a collection of particles that interact via a given potential energy
function. The position and velocity trajectories of the particles can be analysed for
macroscopic thermodynamic and transport properties. Since we seek only general
trends, we have omitted atomistic details and chosen a coarse-grained representation
to represent the polymer and the solute particles.
1.10 Research Tasks
The following are the specific tasks that need to be carried out to satisfy our
objectives.
1. Prepare equilibrated samples of polymer solutions and crosslinked networks at
different polymer concentrations via MD simulation.
2. Examine the free-volume properties of these matrices by calculating the acces-
sible volume.
3. Perform MD simulations of solute diffusion in frozen polymer matrices to study
bare free-volume effects.
4. Perform MD simulations of solute diffusion in polymer solutions and crosslinked
networks with mobile chains to study free-volume and crosslinking effects.
5. Investigate the effect of attractive solute-polymer interactions on solute parti-
tioning and diffusion in polymer solutions and networks.
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1.11 Thesis Organization
Chapter 2 essentially includes a review of literature resources relevant to this
thesis. Topics reviewed include computer modeling of free-volume using atomistic
polymer models and the knowledge gained from molecular simulations regarding the
diffusion mechanism in polymers.
In Chapter 3, we identify the techniques that we have employed to perform MD
simulations and explain the procedure for generating polymer matrices for the diffu-
sion simulations.
In Chapter 4, we characterize the free-volume of various host matrices by calcu-
lating the accessible volume fraction. We investigate the differences between polymer
solutions and crosslinked networks in this regard. Also, we perform a percolation-
type analysis of free-volume in polymer matrices to establish the connection between
accessible volume and diffusion.
Chapter 5 investigates solute diffusion in frozen polymer matrices and mobile
polymer solutions and networks. Using the data generated, we comment on the
importance of matrix dynamics on solute diffusion.
Chapter 6 is concerned with the effect of attractive solute-polymer interactions
on solute diffusion and partitioning. We study this problem for crosslinked networks,
polymer solutions and a simple Lennard-Jones liquid.
Finally, we summarize our findings and outline research goals for the future in
Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2: Atomistic Modeling of Free-Volume and Penetrant Diffusion
2.1 Introduction
The critical parameters studied in this work are the free-volume characteristics
and the solute diffusion coefficients in swollen polymers. The ideas of free-volume and
dynamic computer simulations to evaluate transport properties are not new in any
sense. However, application of these ideas to atomistic models of glassy and rubbery
polymers is only a decade old, the advances being spawned primarily by a motivation
to understand gas permeability through polymer membranes . These research efforts
have studied in great detail the distribution and the geometry of free-volume in glassy
polymers. They have also explained the microscopic mechanism of gas diffusion in
polymers, based on a picture of jumps between cavities and visualized such motion
explicitly by using molecular graphics. But, there is much to be learned from these
research efforts that is applicable to understanding solute diffusion in gels. There-
fore, we present in this chapter a select survey of prior theoretical and experimental
methods related to the evaluation of free-volume and diffusion coefficients in mostly
glassy polymers.
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2.2 Free-Volume Evaluation in Polymers
2.2.1 Group Contribution Methods
As mentioned in the previous chapter, free-volume in a material refers to the
“holes” or interstitial spaces which are not occupied by the atoms or molecules that
make up the material. In many instances data for gas permeabilities P across polymer
membranes are well correlated [21] by an expression of the form
P = A exp(−B/FFV )
The constants A and B for a particular gas depend on its molecular size and its steric
and energetic interactions with the polymer backbone. The terms fractional free-
volume (FFV) and specific free-volume (SFV) are commonly used in the literature
and are defined as follows.
SFV = V − V0
FFV =
V − V0
V
The specific volume V of the polymer sample is obtained from density measurements.
V0 is the volume occupied by the polymer chains. V0 may be obtained from a group
contribution method suggested by Bondi [22] where the occupied volume is computed
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from the van der Waals’ volume V kw of the various groups in the polymer structure.
V0 = 1.3
∑
k
V kw
k refers to each group into which the repeat unit of the polymer has been divided for
the purpose of free-volume calculations. V kw is related to the molecular volumes of
these groups at absolute zero. The factor 1.3 accounts for the fact that the volume
occupied by each group at any temperature is greater than its molecular volume;
the use of this constant universal factor for all groups and structures is certainly an
approximation. Such group contribution methods provide only an estimate of the
total free volume, not penetrant2 size-specific accessible volume.
2.2.2 Positronium Annihilation Lifetime Spectroscopy
Positronium Annihilation Lifetime Spectroscopy (PALS) is a valuable tool to
probe the free-volume properties of solids and polymers. Positrons when slowed down
in a system may form Positronium (Ps), a bound atomic system consisting of an
electron(e−) and a positron (e+). The Positronium tends to be localized or trapped
before annihilation in elementary free-volumes i.e. in domains with reduced electron
density. This is attributed to the repulsion between the electron of the positronium
and the electrons of the surrounding molecules. Positronium decay spectra can be
decomposed into three or more components and the size of the free-volume holes is
2The term penetrant refers to a gas molecule. We use the term solute for biomolecules diffusing
through gels.
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related to the lifetime of the ortho-Positronium (o-Ps). The main advantage of PALS
over the group contribution method is that a size distribution of the holes can be
obtained, instead of merely the total volume of these holes. Schmitz[23] discusses
the standard model for the analysis of Positronium decay spectra. In this model, the
free-volume is modeled as spherical holes of radius R bounded by impermeable walls.
The matrix electrons form a layer of homogenous density ρ0 and thickness 4R on the
wall of the hole. The inverse lifetime of the positronium decay is,
1
τ3
∼ ( 4R
R +4R +
1
2pi
sin
R
R +4R)
This equation can be manipulated to extract a distribution of hole radii from the
distribution of lifetimes τ3.
Recently, Nagel et al. [24] calculated the average hole volume Vh of samples of
glassy poly(amide imide), poly(ester imide) and poly(imide)using PALS experiments.
The diffusion coefficients of various gases determined experimentally using a time-
lag method correlated well with Vh via the standard free-volume expression for the
diffusivity D
logD = logD0 − B
ln 10Vh
B and D0 are constants for a particular penetrant-polymer system.
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2.2.3 Microstructure Analysis by Computer Simulations
As seen above, extracting a free-volume distribution from PAL spectra requires
assumptions regarding the (spherical) geometry of the holes. Similar assumptions re-
garding hole geometry are also made in the analysis of data fromMercury porosimetry,
a technique commonly used to determine the pore size distribution of porous materials
such as rocks and gels. Computer simulations with atomistic models for the polymer
chains does away with such model dependent steps and allows for direct visualization
and determination of the free-volume.
A start was made by Shah and co-workers with their Monte Carlo methodology[25]
for the determination of free-volume and its application to glassy atactic poly(propylene)
and poly(vinyl chloride) structures generated3 by molecular simulation. Once an en-
semble of equilibrated glassy polymer structures is available, the maximum size of a
sphere, dm, that can be inserted at randomly chosen coordinates inside the periodic
simulation box without overlapping the polymer is determined. This directly leads
to the accessible volume fraction φacc for various sphere sizes. In addition, coordinate
locations where a spherical penetrant of a given radius can fit without overlap are
organized into various clusters and their shape and geometric properties analysed.
Misra and Mattice [27] have utilized Shah’s Monte Carlo method for free-volume
analysis of atomistic models of poly(butadiene). A cluster algorithm was used to
3The generation of these structures at high polymer densities is an exceedingly non-trivial and
CPU-intensive task: eliminating high energy overlaps between chain monomers and ensuring prop-
erly weighted chain conformational statistics, tacticity and well-relaxed bond lengths and valence
angles requires several stages of energy minimization and annealing [26].
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identify interconnected pockets of free-volume. To characterize the roughness of these
clusters the shape factor SV is defined.
SV = DV /DS
DV and DS are respectively the diameter of spheres that have the same volume
V and surface area S as the cluster. For a sphere the shape factor is unity and
for any other shape it is less than unity. As the size of the voids increased, SV
decreased from its initial value close to unity, indicating a departure from sphericity.
While the smaller free-volume clusters were indeed spherical, the shapes of the larger
free-volume clusters were extremely corrugated and their shape was distorted. The
authors combine these observations with further calculations of the asphericity and
acylindricity factors. They conclude that the voids in polymer structures tend to be
more cylindrical than spherical.
Arizzi and co-workers[28] were among the first to employ the method of Delauney
tessellation to partition microstructures of glassy polymers into tetrahedra for free-
volume calculations. To quote Greenfield and Theodorou [29] “Given a collection of
points in space, Delauney tessellation partitions them into irregular tetrahedra such
that the circumsphere of each tetrahedron is devoid of points except for those lying on
the vertices. Applied to polymers, the atomic centers of the chains form the collection
of points. A Delauney tetrahedron corresponds to four neighbors surrounding a small
interstitial hole in the polymer”. By subtracting the volume of the atoms located at
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the vertices, the contribution of each of these tetrahedra to the free-volume can be
obtained.
The free-volume characteristics of glassy poly(propylene) were analysed by Green-
field and Theodorou[29] using the same technique. These authors considered fifteen
different penetrant radii and produced visual maps of the accessible free-volume in
the polymer microstructures. These maps are similar to Figure 16 in Chapter 4 of
this thesis. For large penetrants, clusters of accessible volume were isolated from each
other, while clusters for smaller penetrants were interconnected to form a network of
diffusion paths in the host matrix. A percolation analysis of the clusters was also
performed. For a hypothetical point penetrant, the unoccupied volume constitutes
an infinite cluster. As larger penetrants are considered, connections in the infinite
cluster close. At the percolation threshold, the percolating pathway spanning the sys-
tem disappears, leaving a set of finite clusters. The percolation threshold in terms of
the accessible volume fraction was found to lie in the range 0.02−0.04, in accordance
with previous results [30]
2.3 Atomistic Simulations of Gas Diffusion in Polymers
There is a huge body of work dating back to the start of the 90’s regarding
gaseous penetrant diffusion in glassy and rubbery polymers (in the absence of solvent).
These studies uncovered the fundamental mechanistic aspects of gas diffusion and put
forth new methods such as Transition State Analysis (TSA) for estimating diffusion
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in glassy polymers. In addition to fundamental aspects, an additional goal was to
develop methods for the accurate prediction of gas diffusivities in polymers. An
excellent resource is Mu¨ller-Plathe’s detailed introduction[6] to these topics. In what
follows, we offer our own short literature survey, choosing from knowledge gained by
MD simulations by various researchers.
2.3.1 Red Sea Mechanism
MD simulations have revealed that the gas diffuses through the polymer via what
has been described as a jumping or hopping process [31, 32]. This process is intimately
associated with the free volume available to the penetrant. On the time-scale of a few
picoseconds, the solute undergoes rapid ballistic motion inside a cavity that is formed
by segments of the polymer chain. The thermal motion of the polymer segments
redistributes the free volume and this results in the creation of new cavities and
channels that connect them. The solute diffuses through the polymer by executing
jumps between these cavities. This process is dubbed the Red Sea mechanism. In
a study of gas diffusion through amorphous poly(isobutylene)[33], the time-averaged
kinetic energy of a jumping molecule shows a clear increase during the jump, leading
to the conclusion that the diffusing molecule should possess enough instantaneous
kinetic energy to execute the jump. As the penetrant size increases both the length
of the jumps and their frequency decrease. For example, the frequency of the jumps
in two poly(dibutoxyphosphazenes) ranged from 27 × 109s−1 for He to 5.5 × 109s−1
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for CH4 and the average jump length ranged from 8.9 A˚ for He to 4.3 A˚ for CH4.
2.3.2 Anomalous Diffusion
At intermediate time scales penetrants typically display the phenomenon of anoma-
lous diffusion: 〈R2(t)〉 ∼ tα with α < 1. 〈R2(t)〉 is the mean-squared displacement
of the penetrant. The Fickian diffusion regime with 〈R2(t)〉 ∼ t is reached in the
long-time limit. Anomalous diffusion has been attributed to the slow relaxation of
the polymer segments, such that on the scale of a few jumps, the solute motion is not
a true random walk[34]. Yet another reason advanced to explain anomalous diffusion
has been the directional correlation between the local orientation of the polymer chain
and the direction of the solute jump[35].
2.3.3 Effect of Torsional and Valence Bond Angles
The local relaxation of the polymer segments, which is governed by the rigidity
of the backbone, is essential for the redistribution of free volume and the creation of
cavities and channels. Takeuchi et al[36] studied the diffusion of oxygen in two model
systems of poly(methylene). The torsional potential4 in Model 1 was set to mimic
poly(methylene), while the torsional potential in Model 2 was zero. The relaxation
time of the dihedral angles for Model 1, obtained from the autocorrelation function
of the internal rotations, was 30 times that of Model 2 and O2 diffused 5 times as fast
when the rotational barrier was eliminated. Additional evidence for the importance
4The torsional and the valence bond angles depend on the positions of the atoms that constitute
3 and 2 consecutive bonds of the polymer respectively.
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of torsional barriers on diffusion comes from the the work of Pant and Boyd [37]
who found that raising the torsional barrier brought about a complete halt of the
diffusion of O2 in poly(ethylene). The effect of the equilibrium valence bond angle on
the diffusion of O2 in poly (methylene) chains has also been studied[38]. Four model
systems with the equilibrium bond angle θ set to 100 ◦, 109.5 ◦, 130 ◦ and 150 ◦ were
compared at densities resulting in the same total free volume fraction for each θ. It
was determined that the chains are packed more tightly as the equilibrium bond angle
increases and that the diffusion coefficient of O2 increases as θ decreases.
2.3.4 Effect of Force-Field
Frequently, gas diffusivities calculated from MD simulations overestimate the cor-
responding experimental values by 1-2 orders of magnitude. The United-Atom ap-
proximation (UA), which collapses the hydrogen atoms in the methylene and the
methyl groups of the polymer onto the primary carbon is frequently invoked in atom-
istic simulations. This is done in order to save CPU time by reducing the number of
force calculations. In a study[33] of O2 diffusion in poly(isobutylene), it was demon-
strated that the UA approximation for the methyl groups overestimated the oxygen
diffusivity by 2 orders of magnitude. However, when calculations were repeated using
an all-atom force field, the diffusivity was predicted to within a factor of 2. The
authors of this study also remark that as the size of the penetrant decreases, MD sim-
ulations overestimate the diffusivities to a greater extent. This is because a smaller
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penetrant is a better probe of the fine structure of the free-volume. Any artifact
introduced by a space-filling representation of the atoms leads to a greater error in
the representation of the accessible volume for the smaller penetrants. Other fac-
tors that have been cited[39] as the origin of the discrepancy between simulation and
experiment include the polymer chain length, quality of the equilibrated polymer
structure and the particular thermodynamic ensemble (NV E, NV T , NPT ) in which
the simulation was carried out.
2.4 Diffusion in Gels
2.4.1 Prediction Versus Correlation
The simulations discussed in the previous section had the stated objective of
accurately predicting gas diffusivities. This necessitates an accurate characterization
of the polymer microstructure and tuning of the polymer-penetrant force-field. The
focus of simulation in gels has primarily primarily to correlate diffusion coefficients
with the nominal solute size and polymer concentration. There are several reasons
why an a priori prediction in the case of gels is not possible. In the first place, dilute
gels have a large fraction of solvent, usually water. A full-blown simulation with water
molecules is prohibitive from a computational standpoint. In addition, the solutes we
are interested in are primarily biomolecules and their structures are larger and more
complicated compared to gases such as O2 and CH4. The time scale of the diffusion
of such large solutes is beyond what can be simulated in a typical MD simulation.
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Finally, fine-tuning the solute-polymer force-field poses several challenges. Similar
difficulties are encountered in simulations of protein folding or the relaxation of long
chain polymer melts.
2.5 Summary and Conclusions
Atomistic simulations of gas diffusion in glassy polymers have unequivocally estab-
lished the mechanistic aspects of solute diffusion and its relationship with free-volume.
The gaseous penetrant diffuses through the polymer by performing jumps between
cavities. The rearrangement of the polymer chains is vital in creating channels that
connect these cavities. In addition detailed analysis of the free-volume geometry and
its percolation are also available. Free-volume clusters in polymers have somewhat
elongated shapes and highly corrugated surfaces.
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Chapter 3: Modeling and Simulation Methods
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we will lay down the procedures that we use to perform the
Molecular Dynamics calculations. We start by introducing the fundamentals of the
bead-spring model for the polymer chains and the potential energy functions that
are utilized to compute the interactions between particles. The equation of motion
governing particle trajectories and the integration scheme to solve this equation will
be introduced subsequently. We will also detail the preparation of equilibrated host
matrices for use in the diffusion simulations: equilibrated polymer solutions and net-
works cured using the end-crosslinking procedure. Finally, we present results from
MD simulations of polymer melts as a means of verifying our computer program that
has been developed for molecular simulations on parallel computers.
3.2 Materials and Methods
3.2.1 Simulation Model
In this thesis we use the so-called Kremer-Grest model for polymer chains. The
model and the underlying potential energy surface were first proposed by Kremer and
Grest [40] for Molecular Dynamics simulations of entangled polymer melts. Over the
years, this model has been used in a wide spectrum of simulations involving crosslinked
networks [41], polymer blends [42] and polyelectrolytes [43]. The Kremer-Grest chains
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are essentially bead-spring polymer chains that are constructed by stringing together
beads of mass m via FENE (Finite-Extensible-Nonlinear-Elastic) springs. The ex-
cluded volume between any two monomers is realized by having them interact via a
purely repulsive Lennard-Jones potential ULJ . For monomers of diameter σ that are
connected along a primary chain, or in the case of networks, connected by a crosslink,
the anharmonic FENE potential enforces bond connectivity. The respective potential
energy functions are given by
ULJ =

4²[
(σ
r
)12
−
(σ
r
)6
+
1
4
] r < 21/6σ
0 r > 21/6σ
(3.1)
UFENE =

−0.5kR20 ln[1−
(
r
R0
)2
] r < R0
∞ r > R0
(3.2)
Fixing σ = ² = 1 sets the energy and the length scales. The force constant and
the maximum extensibility of the FENE springs are typically set to k = 30 and
R0 = 1.5 respectively. The logic governing these choices for polymer simulations
is as follows. Firstly, we need to ensure only one natural high frequency cutoff in
the system so that a single integration time step can be employed. Secondly, we
need to make sure that two separate chains or separate segments of the same chain
encounter a high energy barrier to cut through each other. The value of k and
R0 above create an effective energy barrier of about 70² for chain crossings. The
topological constraint that two chains may not cross each other is thus met for all
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Figure 3.1: Potential energy functions for the bead-spring chains. The solid line is
the sum of the Lennard-Jones and the FENE potentials.
reasonable temperatures. In Figure 3.1 we plot these potential energy functions and
their sum for a pair of bonded monomers. It is clear that the combination of these
potential energy functions penalizes both monomer-monomer overlap and large bond
lengths. The solutes in the diffusion simulations are also modeled as Lennard-Jones
spheres. The solute-polymer and solute-solute interactions are modeled via a shifted
purely-repulsive potential similar to ( 3.1)
ULJ =

4²[
(
σ
r −4αβ
)12
−
(
σ
r −4αβ
)6
+
1
4
] r < 21/6σ +4αβ
0 r > 21/6σ +4αβ
(3.3)
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The parameter 4αβ which is used to vary the size of the solute is given by
4αβ = σα + σβ
2
− σ
σα and σβ are the diameters of the interacting spheres. The monomer-monomer pair
potential given by Equation 3.1 is recovered by setting 4αβ = 0. This potential has
been formulated in a manner so as to result in a potential energy ULJ = ² when
the interacting spheres are just touching each other. For two particles that are just
touching each other, we have
r =
σα + σβ
2
= 4αβ + σ (3.4)
Thus r −4αβ = σ and ULJ = ² from Equation 3.3. A sketch of the shifted potential
for the solute-polymer interaction for different solute sizes σβ = 1.0σ, 1.5σ and 2.0σ
is given in Figure 3.2. In these curves σα = σ is the diameter of the monomer.
3.3 Equation of Motion
Our simulations are carried out in the constant NV T or the canonical ensemble.
In order to simulate the canonical ensemble, Newton’s equation of motion for the
particles was modified by introducing additional terms representing frictional and
random forces. The governing equation of motion is the following [44].
m
d2ri
dt2
= −∇Ui −mΓdri
dt
+Wi(t) (3.5)
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Figure 3.2: Shifted solute-polymer potential energy function for different solute di-
ameters σβ
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m is the particle mass which is set to 1, Ui is the sum of all potential interactions on
particle i, Γ is a friction coefficient andWi is the three dimensional vector of random
forces acting on each particle. The frictional force Γ
dri
dt
and the random force W
on each particle couple the system to a heat bath or a thermostat. The following
constraints are imposed on the first and second moments of W
〈Wi(t)〉 = 0 (3.6)
〈Wi(t) ·Wj(t)〉 = 6kBTΓδijδ(t− t′) (3.7)
δij is the Kronecker delta. Equations 3.5-3.7 constitute the mathematical formulation
of Langevin Dynamics (LD). Specifically, Equation 3.7 relating the amplitude of the
random forces to the friction, is a statement of the so-called fluctuation-dissipation
theorem. We postpone to Chapter 5 a detailed discussion regarding the physical
meaning of the friction and the random forces.
3.4 The Virtual Solvent
Though our interest lies in simulating swollen polymers and gels, we do not simu-
late the solvent particles explicitly in our simulation. Since the solvent volume fraction
in gels is high, a simulation with such explicit representation of the solvent is bound
to be computationally demanding. In our simulations, the effect of the virtual solvent
is represented by the combination of frictional and random forces of the Langevin
thermostat. This workaround is frequently invoked in biomolecular simulations and
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it is a reasonable one. The friction in the thermostat, which will be referred to as the
background friction represents the frictional drag of the solvent on the diffusing par-
ticle. In a similar fashion, the diffusing particle undergoes random collisions with the
solvent molecules and this effect is contained in the random force W of the Langevin
thermostat. Thus whenever we use the terms solvent or polymer solution, they are
to be understood in the context of the Langevin Dynamics approximation.
3.5 Integration Scheme
In this work the velocity-Verlet algorithm is used to integrate the equations of
motion. The velocity-Verlet integrator is a symplectic integrator i.e., it satisfies the
twin requirements of time-reversibility and area conservation [45]. The position and
the velocity updates for the particles are performed via the following equations.
r(t+ h) = r(t) + v(t)h
(
1− hΓ
2m
)
+
h2
2m
F(t) (3.8)
v(t+ h) = v(t)
(
1− hΓ
2m
)
+
h
2m
(F(t) + F(t+ h)) (3.9)
h is the integration timestep. F is the sum of forces due to interatomic potentials
and random forces due to the thermostat.
The integration proceeds in the following manner
1. The forces and velocities computed at time t are used to advance the particles
to r(t+ h) via Equation 3.8
2. The force F(t+ h) is computed using the updated positions and the positional
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derivatives of the potential energy functions given by Equations 3.1-3.3
3. The velocities are updated using Equation 3.9
As mentioned earlier, the force F comprises both potential and random forces.
3.6 Derived and Reduced Units
In simulations, it is often convenient to express quantities such as temperature,
density and pressure in reduced units [45]. This means that we choose a convenient
unit of energy, length and mass and then express all other quantities in terms of these
basic units. The basic units in our work are the following
1. Length, σ
2. Energy, ²
3. Mass, m
From these basic units, we can derive the following units. For instance
1. Time, σ
√
m/²
2. Temperature, ²/kB
3. Diffusion coefficient, σ2/τ
4. Number density, 1/σ3
With these basic and derived units, we can define the following reduced units which
are denoted with a superscript *.
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1. Potential energy u∗ = u²−1
2. Pressure P ∗ = Pσ3²−1
3. Temperature T ∗ = kBT²−1
A practical reason for using reduced units is the following: when we work with real(SI)
units, we find that the absolute numerical values of the quantities that we are com-
puting (e.g., the average energy of a particle) are either much less or much larger than
1. If we multiply several such quantities using standard floating-point multiplication,
we might obtain a result that creates an overflow or underflow. Conversely, in reduced
units, almost all quantities of interest are of order 1. Hence, if we suddenly find a
very large (or very small) number in our simulations, then there is a good chance that
we have made an error somewhere. In other words reduced units make it easier to
spot errors.
Simulation results that are obtained in reduced units can always be translated
back into real units. For instance, if we wish to compare the results of a simulation
on a Lennard-Jones model at T ∗ = 1 and P ∗ = 1 with experimental data for argon
(²/kB = 119.8 K, σ = 3.405 × 10−10 m, m = 0.03994 kg/mol), then we can use the
translation [45] given below to convert our simulation parameters to real units.
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Quantity Reduced units Real units
Temperature T ∗ = 1 ↔ T = 119.8 K
Pressure P ∗ = 1 ↔ P = 41.9 MPa
Density ρ∗ = 1 ↔ ρ = 1680 kg/m3
Time h∗ = 0.005 ↔ h = 1.09× 10−14 s
3.7 Simulation Parameters
The Lennard-Jones units of time and temperature in these simulations are τ =
σ(m/²)1/2 and θ = kB/², respectively. Each simulation in this work was run at a
reduced temperature T ∗ = T/θ = 1. In polymer simulations with the coarse-grained
model, Γ = 0.5τ−1 typically. Correspondingly, the simulation is stable for timesteps
as high as h = 0.012τ . Simulations to equilibrate polymer solutions and crosslinked
networks were run with these parameter values. However, as detailed in Chapter
5, our solute diffusion simulations necessitate much larger friction coefficients and
consequently, large random forces. Therefore for purposes of algorithmic stability, we
ran all our diffusion simulations with h = 0.003τ .
The x, y and z components of the random force on each particle are assigned by
choosing three uniformly distributed random numbers in the range [−∆,∆] where
∆ =
√
6kBTΓ/h. This particular value for the amplitude of W ensures that the
mean-squared momentum displacements are in accordance with the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem.
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3.8 Preparation of Host Matrices
We evaluate solute diffusion coefficients from essentially two sets of MD simula-
tions. The first involves the generation of an equilibrated polymer matrix, be it a
polymer solution or a crosslinked network. The host is equilibrated in the absence of
the solute particles. Next, we simulate solute diffusion in the equilibrated host matrix
via MD simulations. The following introduces some useful nomenclature in this work
and details the preparation of equilibrated host configurations.
3.8.1 Nomenclature
Each of our simulations contains M chains of N monomers each in a cubic sim-
ulation box with periodic boundary conditions. The volume of the box is Vbox. The
monomer number density ρ and the polymer volume fraction φ are defined as follows.
ρ =
NM
Vbox
(3.10)
φ =
pi
6
ρ (3.11)
In typical coarse-grained polymer melt simulations, the number density is set to
ρ0 = 0.85σ
−3 and φ0 = 0.45. Since this thesis deals with both swollen crosslinked
networks and polymer solutions, we will use the swelling ratioQ to denote the polymer
concentration for both cases. For given values of ρ or φ,
Q =
ρ0
ρ
=
φ0
φ
. (3.12)
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For instance, a number density ρ = 0.70 corresponds to a polymer volume fraction
φ = 0.36 and a swelling ratio Q = 1.2 and so on.
3.8.2 Polymer Solutions
Each polymer chain was grown in the simulation box as a random-walk with
excluded volume. The first monomer of each chain was assigned a randomly chosen
coordinate location. Subsequent monomers were positioned at touching distance from
the previous monomer on the chain. Generation of random-walk chains at typical
melt densities (ρ = 0.85σ−3) usually results in significant chain overlap. This effect
is severe for longer chains and special procedures need to be undertaken to remove
these overlaps and equilibrate the chains. However the highest number density in our
simulations is ρ = 0.7. Therefore our intial chain configurations are almost devoid
of these high energy monomer-monomer overlaps. Initial configurations for chains of
length N = 25, 50 and 100 are generated at swelling ratios Q = 1.2,1.7, 2.0, 4.0, 6.0
and 8.0. The chains are then equilibrated by the MD simulation technique described
in this chapter. Quantities such as the chain mean squared end-to-end distance 〈R2〉
and the mean-squared radius of gyration 〈R2G〉 assist in identifying the attainment of
equilibrium. Data regarding these and other chain statistics will be presented later
in this chapter as a means of verifying our computer program for MD simulations on
parallel computers.
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3.8.3 Crosslinked Networks in Dry State
Network samples for use in the diffusion simulations were prepared using the
so-called end-crosslinking procedure [46]. In this scheme, each chain end in an equi-
librated polymer solution is assumed to be a crosslinker with a functionality f = 1.
To form the network, the chain ends are randomly and instantaneously attached to
another monomer that is located within a certain capture radius Rca, provided that
the latter is neither another chain end nor is it a monomer that belongs to the same
chain. The crosslinking reaction was carried out at a swelling ratio of Q = 1.2 (the
dry state) employing equilibrated chains of lengths N = 25, 50 and 100. We will
refer to a network cured from chains of length 25 as the N = 25 network and so on.
Since each chain end acts as a crosslinker, the number of crosslinks per unit volume
ρX ∼ 2M/MN ∼ 2/N is inversely proportional to the precursor chain length N .
The end-crosslinking procedure results in trifunctional networks with an exponential
distribution of chain lengths between crosslinking points, with a mean of N s = N/3.
The N = 25 network is densely crosslinked with a small average mesh size ξ while
the N = 100 network has a lower crosslinking density and a larger average mesh size.
3.8.4 Swollen Networks
The networks are swollen from their dry state at Q = 1.2 to arbitrary swelling
ratios Q. This is achieved [46] by increasing the dimensions of the cubic simulation
box along each of the coordinate axes by a small fraction. Simultaneously, the coor-
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dinates of all the monomers are scaled affinely to their new positions. The network
is equilibrated at this temporary state for a few thousand timesteps and the swelling
procedure is repeated until the desired Q is attained. The swelling is closely moni-
tored for large bond extensions to eliminate the possibility of entangled chains cutting
across each other. The N = 25, 50 and 100 networks were each swollen from the dry
state Q = 1.2 to Q = 1.7, 2.0, 4.0, 6.0 and 8.0. As the swelling proceeds, the swelling
pressure P is calculated from the atomic virial.
P = ρkBT +
1
3V
〈
∑
i<j
Fij · rij 〉 (3.13)
At low Q, the ideal gas contribution ρkBT to the pressure is substantial. However,
as the network swells, the pressure contribution due to bond stretching increases. A
balance results at the equilibrium swelling ratio Qeq where P = 0 for a given network.
In Figure 3.3 we plot P versus Q for the N = 25 and 100 networks. The data is
taken from swelling simulations of a single network sample only. The precision of our
pressure calculations does not permit us to calculate the exact value of the equilibrium
swelling ratio from the intersection of the curves with the x axis. However, we mention
the following points. First, Qeq for the N = 25 network which is crosslinked more
densely is lower than that for the N = 100 network. Secondly, some of the swelling
ratios are unphysical in the sense that they produce negative swelling pressures. For
instance Q = 8 for the N = 25 network is clearly past equilibrium swelling for a
neutral network without any charges on the polymer backbone. However, if we were
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Figure 3.3: Swelling pressure P versus Q for the N = 25 and the N = 100 networks.
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to consider this as a polyelectrolyte network, excess counterions will be released into
solution upon swelling. The counterions exert a positive pressure which shifts the
pressure curve upwards of the x axis resulting in physical positive pressures. Such
arbitrary swelling ratios were employed in order to prepare networks across a wide
range of polymer concentrations for use in the diffusion simulations. In addition, these
highly swollen networks help us study the interplay between free-volume and chain
dynamics on solute diffusion: networks with Q > Qeq have their chains stretched
taut between the crosslinking points, resulting in slower chain dynamics, which might
affect solute diffusion.
3.9 Molecular Dynamics Computer Program
The Molecular Dynamics calculations were carried out using a Fortran simulation
program developed by us for use on parallel computers. Standard techniques such as
the use of a Verlet list for organizing possible pair interactions, a linked-cell algorithm
for building the Verlet list, retaining unfolded trajectories for calculation of transport
coefficients, the minimum image criterion for computing pair interactions and periodic
boundary conditions were employed. The simulation code was parallelized using
the Force-Decomposition (FD) approach pioneered by Plimpton [47, 48]. The FD
approach is discussed in detail in Appendix A.
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3.9.1 Equilibrium Chain Statistics
In order to verify our computer code, we performed simulations of polymer melts
and compared our results for equilibrium chain statistics with earlier simulation
work [44] and theoretical predictions. The model system that we chose consisted of
bead-spring chains at a number density ρ = 0.85σ−3 and a temperature T = 1.0²/kB.
The equations of motion were integrated with the velocity-Verlet algorithm using a
timestep h = 0.01τ and background friction Γ = 0.5τ−1. Since excluded volume is
screened in a polymer melt, equilibrated chains display random-walk behavior. The
following chain properties were calculated from the MD runs. Angular brackets de-
note averaging over all the chains in a simulation and time.
1. The mean-squared end-to-end distance 〈R2〉
〈R2(N)〉 = 〈(r1 − rN)2〉 = l2l2p (N − 1)
r1 and rN are the coordinates of the chain ends, l is the average bond length
and lp is the persistence length.
2. The mean-squared radius of gyration 〈R2G〉
〈R2G(N)〉 =
1
N
〈
N∑
i=1
(ri − rcm)2 〉
rcm =
1
N
∑
i
ri is the center of mass of i
th chain.
3. The eigenvalues of the moment of inertia tensor of the chains : λ21 , λ
2
2 , λ
2
3. For
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Table 3.1: Equilibrium chain statistics obtained from MD simulations for chains at a
number density ρ = 0.85σ−3. N is the chain length and M is the number of chains
in the simulation
N M 〈 R2 〉 〈 R2G 〉
〈 R2 〉
〈 R2G 〉
〈 R4 〉
〈 R2G 〉2
〈λ21〉 : 〈λ22〉 : 〈λ23〉
10 64 12.93 2.18 5.93 1.40 1 : 3.03 : 14.00
20 32 28.78 4.83 5.95 1.50 1 : 2.85 : 12.91
30 24 46.68 7.71 6.04 1.59 1 : 2.82 : 12.95
40 16 62.84 10.83 6.00 1.55 1 : 2.79 : 12.73
50 16 82.54 13.51 6.08 1.49 1 : 2.80 : 11.80
a Gaussian object 〈λ21〉 : 〈λ22〉 : 〈λ23〉 ≡ 1 : 2.5 : 11.8. The moment of inertia
tensor is given by [49]
I =
1
N
N∑
i=1

X2i XiYi XiZi
XiYi Y
2
i YiZi
XiZi YiZi Z
2
i

Xi = xi − xcm and so on. xi is the x coordinate of the ith monomer and xcm is
the x coordinate of the chain center of mass.
4. The ratios
〈 R2 〉
〈 R2G 〉
and
〈 R4 〉
〈 R2G 〉2
. In the limit N →∞, these ratios are expected
to converge to 6 and 5/3 respectively.
The data in Table 3.1 shows that our computer program is able to produce the
appropriate Gaussian statistics for melt chains. Figure 3.4 plots the expected linear
dependence of 〈 R2 〉 and 〈 R2G 〉 on the chain length N for these ideal chains. The
simulations also result in 〈lb〉 = 0.97 and 〈lp〉 = 1.32, which are standard results from
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Figure 3.4: Mean-squared end-to-end distance and radius of gyration of melt chains
as a function of chain length N .
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Kremer-Grest melt simulations.
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Chapter 4: Characterization of the Accessible Volume of Polymer
Matrices
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we will calculate the accessible volume fraction for solutes of differ-
ent sizes in matrices with various kinds of obstacles. The matrices include randomly
distributed spherical obstacles, overlapping rod-like chains, polymer solutions and
crosslinked networks. Randomly oriented overlapping rod-like chains are frequently
used as idealized models for gels. For these systems, analytical expressions predicting
φacc are available. We will compare our simulation results to these model predictions.
We will also explore the differences in the accessible volume properties of polymer
solutions and crosslinked gels. For practical reasons, the calculation of the accessible
volume fraction of biomolecules such as proteins and DNA proceeds by treating them
as either rigid spheres or rods with a certain characteristic diameter, usually related
to the radius of gyration RG. In reality, the availability of internal degrees of freedom
influences the value of φacc for these molecules. Therefore we used both rigid spherical
probes and short flexible chains as matrix probes in order to investigate the extent
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to which one is justified in neglecting internal degrees of freedom in the calculation
of the accessible volume fraction.
4.2 Grid Procedure for Calculating Accessible Volume
In order to calculate φacc, a fine grid with grid spacing a was overlaid on the 3D
simulation box containing the obstacles. For a given probe diameter d, the minimum
distance rmin between each grid point and the center of an obstacle with a diameter
σ was evaluated. If rmin > 0.5(d+ σ), then the grid point was classified as accessible
to the probe. The number fraction of such grid points directly gives the accessible
volume fraction φacc. For a hypothetical point-sized probe, the accessible volume
fraction equals the space that lies exterior to the obstacles and equals 1 − φ, where
φ is the obstacle volume fraction. For the system sizes used in this work, a value of
a = 0.05 resulted in a grid that was fine enough to reproduce φacc for the point-sized
probes accurately. This value of the grid spacing has been used throughout this work.
4.3 Accessible Volume Fraction for Randomly Distributed Spheres
Randomly distributed non-overlapping hard spheres are frequently used as a sim-
ple representation of disorder in 3D space. In order to verify the working of our
computer program to calculate φacc, the simulation results for φacc of randomly dis-
tributed spherical obstacles were compared to Torquato’s analytical prediction [50, 51]
that has been independently verified by Monte Carlo simulations. Torquato devel-
oped an expression for φacc for probes of radius b, in a system of randomly distributed
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hard spherical obstacles of radius a and number density ρ based on a study of the so-
called nearest-neighbor functions. The exclusion probability function Ev(r) is defined
to be the probability of finding a spherical cavity of radius r, empty of the centers of
the spherical obstacles and is related to the void nearest-neighbor probability density
Hv(r) by the relation
Hv(r) = −∂Ev(r)
∂r
(4.1)
Hv(r)dr is the probability that at an arbitrary point in the system, the nearest spher-
ical obstacle lies at a distance between r and r + dr. Torquato’s estimate for the
accessible volume in terms of the dimensionless variables η = ρ
4pi
3
a3 and ² =
a
a+ b
is
φacc(η, ²) = Ev(
1
2²
, η) (4.2)
where
Ev(x, η) = (1− η) exp[−η(8ex3 + 12fx2 + 24gx+ h)]
x =
r
2a
e(η) =
1 + η
1− η3
f(η) =
−η(3 + η)
2(1− η)3
g(η) =
η2
2(1− η)3
h(η) =
−9η2 + 7η − 2
2(1− η)3 (4.3)
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Figure 4.1: Accessible volume fraction in a system of randomly distributed spheres as
a function of the probe radius. ¡ is data at φ = 0.055 for spherical obstacles located
on a regular grid. The solid lines are predictions with Torquato’s analytical formula.
We generated 300 independent realizations of N = 2600 spheres of diameter a = σ
randomly distributed in a cubic simulation box at several volume fractions φ. In
Figure 4.1 we plot φacc averaged over these independent matrices as a function of probe
diameter d and make a comparison with the predictions of Torquato’s theory. Good
agreement is observed between simulation and theory. We also show φacc calculated
for spherical obstacles regularly located on the lattice points of a 3D grid at a volume
fraction φ = 0.055. The accessible volume is lower in this case, since the radius of
the largest sphere that can be accommodated is
√
3l, where l is the lattice spacing.
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4.4 Accessible Volume Fraction for Overlapping Rod-Like Chains
Overlapping rod-like phantom chains are a model of choice for investigations of
solute diffusivity in materials such as gels used in electrophoresis. In gel electrophore-
sis, it is customary to relate the reduced electrophoretic mobility of the solute to the
accessible volume fraction calculated via the so-called Ogston model. Given the wide
popularity of the Ogston expression for calculating φacc, we would like to test and
compare its predictions with those due to two other analytical expressions that have
appeared over the years. In this regard, we need to mention that the Ogston expres-
sion has already been verified to be an exact result for low polymer concentrations [14].
1. Ogston’s expression [13] was originally derived for the distribution of random
spaces in a network comprised of randomly oriented, infinitely thin, infinitely
long fibers. This model, adapted for a finite fiber radius reads,
φacc = exp[−φ(1 + rs
rf
)2] (4.4)
rs and rf are the radius of the probe and the fiber respectively and φ is the
polymer volume fraction.
2. More recently, Schnitzer proposed that while the Ogston model calculated the
accessible volume fraction accurately at low polymer concentrations, it overes-
timated φacc for phantom chains at higher polymer concentrations. Based on
statistical-mechanical and geometric arguments Schnitzer derived a new expres-
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sion [52] for φacc.
φacc = exp[−φ] exp[ φ
1− φ
(
1− (1 + rs
rf
)2
)
] (4.5)
3. In the limiting case of a point particle rs = 0, both models above predict
φacc = exp[−φ] which approaches the true value of 1 − φ only at extremely
low polymer volume fractions. In order to rectify this anomaly, Bosma and
Wesselingh [53] propose yet another expression for φacc
φacc = (1− φ)
(1 +
rs
rf
)2
(4.6)
In order to generate the configurations of the rod-like chains, a random coordinate
was chosen in the 3D box to locate the first monomer of the chain. A random
direction vector was also identified and the subsequent monomers of the chain were
generated by placing spherical beads of diameter σ in the direction of the vector
at touching distance from the previous monomer on the chain. Since monomers
belonging to different chains were allowed to overlap with each other, the actual
polymer volume fraction φ is different from the value calculated by using the physical
volume of the monomers. The actual polymer volume fraction can be calculated
by generating random coordinates in the simulation box and counting the fraction
that lies in the volume occupied by the rod-like chains. We used 50 independently
generated configurations of M = 100 chains with chain length N = 1000 where N
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of simulation results and model predictions for accessible
volume fraction in overlapping rod-like chains. φ = 0.02
is the number of spherical monomers that make up the rod-like chains. In order to
make use of these models, a value for the fiber radius rf is needed. As suggested by
Johansson [16], a value of rf = 0.4082σ, which is the radius of a rod with a length
L = Nσ and the same volume as the rod-like chain was used. Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4
present a comparison of our simulation data to the model predictions for φ = 0.02,
0.11 and 0.2 respectively. For a typical concentration used in gel electrophoresis ∼ 2%
polymer as in 4.2, the predictions of the different models are in good agreement with
the simulation data and virtually indistinguishable from each other. However, they
overestimate the accessible volume fraction slightly. This is probably a result of
using a rod-like chain composed of spherical beads to represent a straight cylinder.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of simulation results and model predictions for accessible
volume fraction in overlapping rod-like chains. φ = 0.11
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of simulation results and model predictions for accessible
volume fraction in overlapping rod-like chains. φ = 0.20
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At the higher gel concentrations in Figures 4.3 and 4.4, the models due to Ogston
and Bosma-Wesselingh consistently overpredict φacc and Schnitzer’s expression shows
excellent agreement with the simulation data. Though the polymer concentrations
at which the models exhibit disparities in their predictions are much higher than
the typical concentrations used in gel electrophoresis, this comparison is important
insofar as having a model with good predictive ability over a wide range of parameter
space is concerned.
4.5 Accessible Volume Fraction in Polymer Solutions and Networks
4.5.1 Rigid Spheres
In this section, we will investigate the behavior of φacc in polymer solutions and
crosslinked networks made up of flexible excluded-volume chains. The polymer so-
lutions and networks were generated using the procedures laid down in Chapter 3.
Briefly, polymer chains of lengths N = 25, 50 and 100 were grown using a random
walk procedure and equilibrated using standard MD simulation at various swelling
ratios. For the crosslinked networks, three independent samples were prepared for
each value of N by the end-crosslinking procedure at a swelling ratio of Q = 1.2.
After swelling these dry networks to various swelling ratios Q, we generated 300 inde-
pendent snapshots of each sample at intervals of 100τ by standard MD simulation .
The independent samples were generated in order to average over the heterogeneities
in the network structure in the calculations for φacc. The φacc results presented here
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Figure 4.5: Accessible volume fraction for solutions of different N . Q = 4
for the networks are averages over all these configurations.
In Figures 4.5 and 4.6, we plot φacc as a function of probe diameter for un-
crosslinked chains at swelling ratios of Q = 4 and Q = 8 for different chain lengths. At
the same polymer concentration, the shorter chains have a marginally lower φacc than
the longer chains, the difference being perceptible only at somewhat higher probe
sizes. The data have been plotted on a semi-log scale. Notice the large drop in φacc
for a relatively modest increase in the probe size.
In Figures 4.7 and 4.8 , data for the accessible volume fraction of networks with
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Figure 4.6: Accessible volume fraction for solutions of different N . Q = 8
different crosslinking densities is shown5 at Q = 4 and Q = 8. We find that φacc
is highest in the N = 25 network which has the highest crosslinking density and
lowest for the N = 100 network which is crosslinked the least. Experiments tell
us that as the crosslinking density increases, solute diffusivities are lowered. This is
usually attributed to the lowered free-volume available for solute diffusion. Our results
show that the free-volume, as measured by φacc actually increases with increased
crosslinking.
5These data compare networks with different crosslinking densities at the same value of the
swelling ratio Q. This is quite different from the experimental scenario, where the crosslinked gels
are usually swollen to the their respective equilibrium swelling ratios Qmax before being employed
in diffusion or partitioning studies.
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The effect of crosslinking can also be studied by comparing the accessible volume
fraction of crosslinked networks to that of polymer solutions at the same concentra-
tion. As shown in Figure 4.9, the end-crosslinking reaction results in higher accessible
volume fraction for the networks when compared to polymer solutions. In fact the
ordering of φacc from highest to lowest is as follows: N = 25, 50 and 100 networks,
followed by the N = 100, 50 and 25 solutions. In order to understand the coun-
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Figure 4.7: Accessible volume fraction for networks of different crosslinking density.
Q = 4
terintuitive observation that networks have a higher φacc, the effect being amplified
as the crosslinking density is increased, it is useful to conceptualize φacc in solutions
or networks as being related to the static spatial fluctuations in the polymer con-
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Figure 4.8: Accessible volume fraction for networks of different crosslinking density.
Q = 8
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centration. Due to the randomness inherent in the crosslinking procedure used to
form the networks, there are bound to be spatial fluctuations in the crosslinking den-
sity. Upon swelling, the local polymer concentration will also fluctuate because the
fluctuations of crosslinking density result in variations in the local swelling degree.
These fluctuations lead to the creation of polymer-rich and polymer-depleted regions
in the case of crosslinked networks and hence smaller or larger pores, resulting on the
average in a higher value of φacc. Since the presence of crosslinks strongly inhibits
spatial excursions of the monomers connected to crosslinkers, the density fluctuations
created during crosslinking cannot be evened out by thermal motion in networks.
The effects seen here for the networks are also related to the polymer concentration
in the reaction bath. The crossslinking reaction was carried out at Q = 1.2 which
corresponds to a polymer volume fraction of φ = 0.37. It is possible that if the
crosslinking were to take place at a much lower polymer concentration, the extent
of the quenched inhomogeneities would be reduced and φacc values for the networks
would tend increasingly towards those of the polymer solutions.
The presence of quenched inhomogeneities in networks as evidenced by excess
scattering from gels has been well documented by Candau [54]. The intensity of scat-
tered radiation I(q) from gels in the low q limit as compared to polymer solutions at
comparable concentrations is substantially higher. For instance, the excess scatter-
ing at low q from poly(acrylamide) gels studied in the reaction bath increases over 3
orders of magnitude upon an increase in the crosslinker concentration. The origin of
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Figure 4.9: Changes in accessible volume fraction due to the crosslinking reaction.
Filled symbols represent networks, while the corresponding empty symbols represent
solutions. Q = 4
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Figure 4.10: Accessible volume fraction for N = 25 networks at different swelling
ratios as a function of Q/d
superstructures which give rise to the excess scattering at low q has been attributed
to the quenched inhomogeneities that are introduced as a result of crosslinking.
Another interesting facet of φacc in swollen networks emerges when Q/d is used
as the abscissa instead of the the probe diameter, d. In Figures 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12,
we present data at various swelling ratios Q plotted in this manner for N = 25
networks, N = 25 solutions and the randomly distributed spherical obstacles. The
data for the networks and the solutions collapse onto a single curve, suggesting a
scaling φacc ∼ Q/d ∼ (φd)−1. However the data for the spherical obstacles show
a greater spread and this scaling is not valid for this situation. The origin of this
behavior for the polymer chains is not clear to us and needs further investigation.
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Figure 4.11: Accessible volume fraction for N = 25 solutions at different swelling
ratios as a function of Q/d
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Figure 4.12: Accessible volume fraction for randomly distributed spherical obstacles
at different swelling ratios as a function of Q/d
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4.5.2 Flexible Chains
For the determination of the accessible volume fraction, biomolecules such as DNA
and proteins are modelled as hard spheres with a nominal radius equal to the radius
of gyration, RG. However it is possible that the internal degrees of freedom of these
molecules permits them to access a greater fraction of the free-volume than an equiv-
alent hard sphere. In order to investigate this effect, we calculated the accessible
volume fraction of flexible probe chains of different chain lengths NDNA ranging from
4 to 16 in N = 50 polymer solutions at different values of Q. A random-walk pro-
cedure was used to generate up to 1 × 106 independent configurations for the probe
chains in the 3D box. Once the positions of all the monomers on a probe chain were
located, we used the same hard-sphere criterion as before to determine if any of the
monomers overlapped with the polymer matrix. Chain configurations without any
overlap were accepted and φacc was calculated directly as the fraction of accepted
chain configurations.
In Figures 4.13 and 4.14, we plot φacc for chains as a function of d = 2RG at Q = 4
and Q = 8 respectively. For comparison, we also plot the simulation values for rigid
spheres. We observe that the flexible chains have a higher φacc than if they would
be simply modeled as hard spheres with a nominal size related to RG. The average
diameter of the matrix pores calculated from the pore size distribution functions (not
shown here), at the polymer volume fractions employed in these figures is in the range
3σ-4σ. As the chain length increases and its nominal diameter exceeds the average
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Figure 4.13: Accessible volume fraction for flexible chains compared to rigid spheres.
The diameter d of the chain equals 2RG, where RG is chain radius of gyration. φ =
0.11
size of the voids , the chain prefers to adopt an extended conformation. This implies
that the chain is able to sample a fraction of the free-volume that is inaccessible to a
rigid sphere by adopting conformations that allow it to fit, for instance, in a neck-like
region that connects two larger sized pores. In contrast, a rigid sphere can access a
free-volume cluster only if a single large pore is available, and the fraction of such
pores rapidly decreases with increasing probe size.
Yamakov and Milchev[55] measured the dependence of RG of self-avoiding chains
when they are placed in a matrix with an obstacle concentration C. A curve of RG
versus the obstacle concentration displays a minimum followed by an increase of RG
with increasing C. It is argued that this effect sets in when the long chain is not
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Figure 4.14: Accessible volume fraction for flexible chains compared to rigid spheres.
The diameter d of the chain equals 2RG, where RG is chain radius of gyration. φ =
0.22
able to fit into the cavities which play the role of entropic ”traps” and hence prefers
to adopt a stretched-out configuration. Thus one needs to be aware of the interplay
between the average pore size and the chain length to relate φacc and nominal size for
chain molecules in polymer matrices.
4.6 Effect of Spatial Correlations Among Obstacles on φacc
As mentioned in the introduction, there is great difficulty involved in exactly
characterizing the disordered pore structure of gels. Therefore, computer simulation
studies frequently resort to simple models to study diffusion in gels: obstacles on a
cubic lattice, randomly distributed spheres, cage-like structures etc. In Figure 4.15,
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we plot φacc versus d for randomly distributed spheres and the N = 100 network at
the same polymer concentration of φ = 0.055. φacc for the crosslinked network is
higher than that for the randomly placed obstacles. The factor that produces this
difference is obviously the connectivity of the polymer chains. Randomly distributed
obstacles fill space much more uniformly than polymer chains, which have constraints
placed on them due to bond connectivity. Due to these constraints, space-filling is
much less efficient, resulting in regions of high and low polymer concentrations. These
fluctuations lead to a higher φacc for polymer chains. Thus, while a lot can be learned
by using simple representations for disorder, it is necessary that we understand the
limitations these models have in representing the actual free-volume characteristics
of polymers.
4.7 Percolation Analysis of the Accessible Volume Fraction
In order to underline the logic of using the accessible volume fraction as the rel-
evant free-volume variable for studying solute diffusion, we performed a percolation-
type analysis of the free-volume clusters that are created by polymer chains in solu-
tion. For this procedure, we considered chains of length N = 25 at a polymer volume
fraction of φ = 0.11. We divided the simulation box containing the polymer into cubes
of edge length a = 0.15. Each of these cubes can be classified as being accessible or
inaccessible to a probe of a given size. We used six different probe sizes ranging from
d = 1.8σ to 3.4σ. The procedure results in matrices with different volume fractions of
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Figure 4.15: Accessible volume fraction of N = 100 networks (•) and randomly
distributed spheres (N) at φ = 0.055.
accessible cubes for the different probe sizes. For a given probe size, these accessible
cubes can be organized into clusters. A cluster is a collection of accessible cubes such
that each cube shares a face or an edge with every other cube in the cluster.
Figures 4.16a-d show the accessible volume map of a single snapshot of the polymer
chains as seen by probes of different sizes. For the larger probe sizes, the accessible
volume exists as isolated clusters separated from each other by large distances. As
the probe size is decreased, the number of accessible locations increases, more free-
volume clusters appear and neck-like regions are formed between previously distinct
clusters. Finally for a small enough probe size, these events lead to the formation of
an infinite cluster that spans the entire 3D box. When this happens, the accessible
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volume for this probe size is said to percolate. This means that the probe can trace a
path through the obstacles to travel from one end of the simulation box to another.
We then performed “ant in the labyrinth” type simulations for each matrix wherein
a random walker is parachuted onto one of the accessible cubes and allowed to perform
a random-walk. At each time step, the random-walker can either stay put at its
location or attempt a jump to one of the surrounding 26 cubes, the jump being
successful if the cube is accessible and unsuccessful otherwise. In the latter case, the
position of the random-walker is unchanged and a jump is attempted at the next time
step. The positions of the random-walker are recorded at frequent intervals and the
mean-squared displacement is calculated by averaging the motion of 512 independent
random-walkers over 1× 106 time-steps. The polymer chains are frozen in space and
therefore the random-walker is diffusing in a static polymer matrix. This lattice based
simulation provides insight into the bare free-volume effect on solute diffusion. As will
be seen shortly, this simulation provides an empirical estimate of the void percolation
threshold in polymer matrices.
In Figure 4.17 we plot the mean-squared displacement of the ant versus time for
matrices at different values of the accessible volume fraction. For comparison, we also
plot the displacement of a random-walker in a matrix with φacc = 1 as the solid line in
Figure 4.17. For this case, 〈R2〉 = n〈l2〉, where n is the number of Monte-Carlo steps
and 〈l2〉 = 0.0449 is the average jump distance considering all 27 jump possibilities
for a given matrix location.
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Since accessible cubes in a cluster are connected, a probe can visit each and every
cube inside a single cluster. For small values of φacc, the random-walkers are limited
in their ultimate displacements to the isolated free-volume cluster they were originally
parachuted into and diffusion is not possible. The plateau value of the mean-squared
displacement in this case is related to the average size of the accessible free-volume
clusters. For higher φacc values, the random-walker experiences anomalous diffusion
at intermediate times as it probes its local environment with R2 ∼ tx with x < 1. But
given sufficiently long time, the random-walker negotiates a path onto neighboring
clusters and diffusive motion is recovered with R2 ∼ t.
For φacc = 0.027, the displacement of the random-walker hits a plateau. However
for φacc = 0.063, the random-walker is seen to approach the diffusive limit. The void
percolation threshold φcacc, which is the minimum value of φacc at which long-time
diffusion is possible lies in between these two values. It is interesting to note that our
estimate for the void percolation threshold in polymer matrices obtained from these
random-walk simulations is consistent with a value φcacc ∼ 0.03 seen by others [30].
The physical significance of this percolation threshold is as follows. A point-sized
tracer can perform long time diffusion if and only if the polymer volume fraction
is such that φacc = 1 − φ > φcacc. Similarly a finite-sized solute can perform long-
time diffusion only if the solute size and polymer concentration combine to produce
a value of φacc such that φacc > φ
c
acc. That is, for long-time diffusion, we need to
have percolation of accessible volume. Thus the accessible volume fraction is directly
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related to the ease of solute diffusion in any matrix.
4.8 Conclusions
The accessible volume fraction for crosslinked networks differs from its value for
a polymer solution at the same concentration. This difference can be attributed to
quenched heterogeneities that are created during the crosslinking process and ampli-
fied by network swelling. We have also examined the predictions of the models due to
Ogston, Schnitzer and Bosma-Wesselingh for φacc in interpenetrating rod-like chains.
At low polymer concentrations, the model predictions were virtually the same. At
higher polymer concentrations, the Schnitzer model predicts simulations results ac-
curately, while the other two models consistently overpredict φacc. Finally, from a
percolation-type analysis of free-volume clusters, we estimate the void percolation
threshold in the range 0.03− 0.06.
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Figure 4.16: Accessible volume fraction map at φ = 0.11 for different probe sizes. (a)
rs = 3.8, φacc = 0.002 (b)rs = 3.6, φacc = 0.004 (c)rs = 3.4, φacc = 0.006 (d) rs = 2.6,
φacc = 0.027
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Figure 4.17: Mean-squared displacement for ”ant in the labyrinth simulation” at
various accessible fractions as noted in the figure.
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Chapter 5: Molecular Dynamics Simulation of Solute Diffusion
5.1 Introduction
The objective of this chapter is to investigate the dependence of solute diffusion
coefficients on the accessible volume fraction in different matrices. We will study so-
lute diffusion in frozen polymer matrices and mobile polymer solutions and networks.
In our MD simulations, we make use of the Langevin thermostat for temperature con-
trol and to simulate the effects of the virtual solvent. In doing so, it is important that
we understand the role of the background friction coefficient Γ due to the thermostat
on the particle dynamics and diffusivities. Therefore, we also offer a detailed intro-
duction to Brownian motion and Langevin dynamics based largely on the material in
the books by van Kampen [56] and Mazo [57].
5.2 Brownian Motion
When mobile particles are immersed in a fluid, the particles move in an incessant
and random fashion which is termed Brownian motion. The observed irregular mo-
tions are due to irregular transfers of energy and momentum due to collisions between
the immersed particle and the fluid medium. The suspended particle has greater mass
than the fluid particles. Thus its velocity change upon collision with a fluid particle
will be very small. If V denotes the velocity of the heavy particle and M its mass,
while v and m refer to the same quantities for the light fluid particle, it follows from
the laws of elastic collisions that the change of V on collision is of the order of magni-
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tude 4V ∼ (m/M)v. For typical particle masses and velocities, the velocity change
thus calculated is of the order of 10−8 cm s−1. Furthermore, collisions that increase
the velocity are as likely, on the average, as collisions that tend to slow the particle
down. Thus the average effect due to many collisions will be smaller than that due
to a single collision. The question then is, how can the observed Brownian motion
be due to the collisions. The answer lies in understanding there are bound to be
fluctuations around these averages. For instance an immersed particle can undergo
as many as 1020 collisions per second in water. It is possible that the fluctuation in
velocities due to the fluctuation in collision numbers can explain Brownian motion
both qualitatively and quantitatively.
5.2.1 Langevin Dynamics
The Langevin approach to describe Brownian motion expresses the force acting
on the suspended particle as the sum of an average value and a fluctuation about
this average; the mean force is treated deterministically while the residual fluctuating
force is dealt with probabilistically.
M
dV
dt
= −ΓV +W (t) (5.1)
The first term on the RHS represents a frictional damping term linearly proportional
to the velocity V with a constant friction coefficient, Γ. Since the random force W (t)
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is a fluctuation about a mean, it must itself have a zero mean.
〈W (t)〉 = 0 (5.2)
The force W (t) is caused by the collisions with the individual molecules of the sur-
rounding fluid and varies rapidly. This is expressed by postulating for its autocorre-
lation function
〈W (t)W (0)〉 = Υδ(t) (5.3)
where Υ is a constant. The idea is that each collision is practically instantaneous and
that successive collisions are uncorrelated. In reality the collisions are not instanta-
neous, but occur within a finite duration. However if this time interval is smaller
than the macroscopic observation time, the δ correlated function is reasonable. Read
together with 5.2 and 5.3, Equation 5.1 constitutes a stochastic differential equation
which can be solved for the autocorrelation function of the velocity V of the large
particle when an initial condition such as V (t) = V0 is provided
〈V (t)2〉V0 = V 20 e−2t/τB +
Υ
2MΓ
(1− e−2t/τB) (5.4)
τB = m/Γ is a characteristic Brownian time. As t → ∞, the mean square velocity
must have the known thermal value, 3kBT/M and this fact can be employed to
determine the value of the unknown constant, Υ
Υ = 6kBTΓ (5.5)
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This simple relation between the amplitude of the fluctuating term Υ and the friction
coefficient Γ is called the fluctuation-dissipation theorem and can be understood as
follows. The random kicks suffered by the heavy particle tend to spread out V , while
the damping term attempts to bring V back to zero. The balance between these
opposing tendencies results in the equilibrium distribution. In our Langevin dynamics
simulation algorithm, Γ is used as a control parameter to set the temperature.
5.2.2 Effect of Γ on Particle Dynamics in Free-Solution
The mean-square displacement of the large particle is given by,
〈R2(t)〉 = (τBV0)2(1− e−t/τB)2 + 3kBTM
Γ2
(2Γt− 3 + 4e−t/τB − e−2t/τB) (5.6)
At short times t << τB, the second term on the RHS drops out and the motion of
the heavy particle is ballistic
〈R2(t)〉t<<τB = V02t2 (5.7)
On the other hand, at long times, t >> τB, there is a crossover to purely diffusive
motion and the Einstein relationship between 〈R2(t)〉 and the diffusion coefficient D
is recovered.
〈R2(t)〉t>>τB = 6
kBT
Γ
t = 6Dt (5.8)
In order to clarify the role of the characteristic Brownian time τB = m/Γ and to
make a firsthand observation of the crossover from ballistic to diffusive motion, we
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performed Langevin dynamics simulations of the diffusion of spheres in the absence of
any obstacles at a temperature kBT = 1.0 at different values of the friction coefficient
Γ = 0.05, 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0. The mass of the spheres was fixed at M = 1, resulting in
τB values of 20, 10, 2 and 1 respectively. In Figures 5.1 and 5.2, we plot the mean-
square displacement averaged over the trajectories of 128 independent diffusants as
a function of the time t and the reduced time t/τB respectively on a log-log scale.
The signatures of ballistic and diffusive motion are slopes of 2 and 1 respectively on
such a plot. One can see the crossover clearly in Figure 5.1 ; as the friction coefficient
is lowered, solute motion remains correlated and the ballistic motion persists upto
long times t. At higher values of the friction, the diffusive limit is reached quickly.
In Figure 5.2, we can see that the crossover from ballistic to diffusive motion occurs
when t/τB ≈ 1.
5.2.3 Free-Solution Diffusivity D0
When the data of Figure 5.1 are replotted on a linear scale, we can verify that the
slope of the curve for each value of Γ in the long-time limit equalsD0 = kBT/Γ (results
not shown). This result, though not new, is extremely important. D0 represents the
solute diffusion coefficient in the absence of obstacles for a given value of Γ and is
used in this work to represent diffusion in pure solvent, even though solvent particles
have not been explicitly included in our simulation scheme.
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Figure 5.1: Mean-square displacement of particles of mass M = 1 from Langevin
dynamics simulation for different values of Γ.
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Figure 5.2: Mean-square displacement of particles of mass M = 1 from Langevin
dynamics simulation. The ballistic to diffusive transition is observed at t/τB ≈ 1.
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dynamics simulation with Γ = 1. The slopes of the different lines are identical in the
long-time limit.
5.2.4 Effect of Mass on D0
We also performed Langevin dynamics simulations for the same set of τB values by
fixing Γ = 1.0 and setting M = 20, 10, 2 and 1. Again we notice the disappearance
of ballistic motion at t/τB ≈ 1 (results not shown). In Figure 5.3, we plot the
mean-square displacement versus time and observe that the diffusion coefficient D0
obtained from the slope in the long-time limit is independent of the particle mass
M , as expected from the solution to the Langevin equation. While the particle mass
determines, via τB, the timescale of the crossover to diffusive motion, it has no bearing
on the value of the diffusion coefficient.
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5.3 Effect of Γ on D/D0 in Presence of Obstacles
As we discussed in the previous section, the use of the Langevin thermostat leads
to diffusive motion of the solute in the solvent at time scales determined by the value of
the background friction, Γ. When obstacles such as polymer chains are introduced, the
solute suffers additional collisions which effectively increase the frictional resistance
felt by the solute. Our objective in this work is to calculate the reduced diffusion
coefficient of solutes of different sizes, D/D0, in the presence of obstacles. In other
words, what is the increased frictional resistance offered to solute diffusion by the
presence of the obstacles, compared to diffusion in the pure solvent? In order to
render this comparison fair, it is critical to ensure that the motion of the solute is
indeed diffusive in the time between successive collisions with the obstacles. We shall
now take up the case of low and high background friction and consider the effect on
D/D0 in each case .
5.3.1 Low Friction
At sufficiently low background friction Γ, it is possible that τB = M/Γ, which is
the time it takes for the ballistic regime to disappear and the diffusive regime to set
in, is much larger than the mean time between successive collisions of the solute with
the obstacles, τ . In such a situation, the solute bounces ballistically from one collision
to the next, without ever feeling the presence of the solvent. Calculating D/D0 in
this situation as a comparison to diffusion in the solvent is meaningless. This is
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because the background friction is completely overshadowed by the collisions with
the obstacles; a reduction in Γ will increase the value of the bare diffusion coefficient
D0, but will have no effect whatsoever on the diffusion in the presence of the obstacles,
D. Thus for low friction, as Γ→ 0, D/D0 → 0.
5.3.2 High Friction
By increasing Γ, τB can be be made arbitrarily small when compared to τ so that
diffusive motion is ensured between collisions. At high Γ, we can intuitively say that
the presence of the obstacles changes D0 only by a constant prefactor ie D ∼ D0 and
therefore D/D0 = constant, independent of the value of Γ. It is this value of D/D0
that we aspire to and the friction coefficient Γ is chosen to satisfy this limit.
What now remains to be determined is an appropriate value for Γ and its rela-
tionship to the solute size. In principle, we may use arbitrarily high values of Γ in our
simulation algorithm. But the fluctuation dissipation theorem tells us that this will
result in a higher amplitude of the random forces acting on the molecule, necessitat-
ing a smaller simulation timestep h and longer simulation runs. This is undesirable;
therefore, a value of Γ high enough to place D/D0 in a friction-independent regime
will suffice.
A colloid of diameter d moving in a solvent of viscosity η experiences a frictional
drag given by F = fV , with a friction coefficient f = 3piηd. This is the well-
known Stokes-Einstein relationship which predicts a solution friction coefficient f
proportional to the particle size. We will utilize this well-founded relationship in our
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work by relating in a linear fashion Γ to the particle diameter d
Γ = kd (5.9)
k is a constant with the units kgm−1s−1 in SI units. This relationship holds good for
both the monomers, whose diameter is σ, and the solutes with varying diameters d.
We employed a trial-and-error procedure to choose Γ such the D/D0 = constant.
In Figure 5.4 we plot D/D0 as a function of Γ for solutes with d = 1.0σ diffusing in
the N = 25 network at Q = 4. The data displays how D/D0 increases with increasing
background friction until a plateau (within the error limits) is reached at high friction.
By studying the diffusion of solutes of different sizes in systems at various densities,
we have determined that a value of k = 6 produces data for D/D0 which lie in this
plateau region with an accuracy determined by the error bars. We use this value of
k throughout this work.
5.4 Calculation of D
The solute diffusion coefficient D can be determined from a sample MD trajectory
in several ways. The most popular among these is to use Einstein’s relationship
between the mean-square displacement and simulation time t in the long-time limit.
〈R2(t)〉t→∞ = 6Dt
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Figure 5.4: D/D0 as a function of Γ in the N = 25 network for d = 1.
It needs to be ensured that the long-time limit has in fact been reached before the
Einstein relationship can be used to extract D from a slope of the 〈R2(t)〉 versus
t plot. If the background friction is not high enough, the solute performs ballistic
motion with 〈R2(t)〉 ∼ t2 at very short times. At the other extreme, large solutes
that depend severely on the relaxation of neighboring polymer segments to perform
diffusive jumps exhibit the widely studied phenomenon of anomalous diffusion. In this
case, 〈R2(t)〉 ∼ tα with 0.5 < α < 1.0 and long simulations are needed to accumulate
good statistics for the measurement of the D. It is usual practice to examine this
diffusion exponent by making a log-log plot of 〈R2(t)〉 versus t. Such a plot is shown
in Figure 5.5 for solutes of different diameters d for the N = 25 network at Q = 4.
The smaller solutes reach the diffusive regime quickly, while the larger solutes exhibit
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Figure 5.5: Mean-square displacement of solutes of different diameter d in the N = 25
network.
anomalous diffusion before making enough random jumps for their motion to turn
diffusive. Long simulation times are therefore needed for the larger solutes, which is
the main disadvantage of using the Einstein relationship to calculate D.
5.5 Solute Diffusion in Frozen Matrices
In this section, we will probe the relationship between D/D0 and the accessible
volume fraction for solute diffusion in immobile polymer matrices. While diffusive
motion, especially of large solutes, is aided significantly by the polymer chain dy-
namics, we first seek to understand the bare free-volume effect on diffusion before
proceeding to study diffusion in mobile matrices.
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5.5.1 Mathematical Models
We now introduce two models that express D/D0 as a function of the accessible
volume fraction. The first of these was originally derived by Tsai and Strieder [58] for
the effective transport properties of two-phase fibrous materials. Tsai and Strieder
used upper and lower variational principles to estimate the effective thermal conduc-
tivity or point tracer diffusivity, represented by λ, in two-phase fibrous materials in
terms of the transport properties of the continuous matrix λ1 (free-volume) and the
dispersed phase λ2 (fibers) and their respective volume fractions φ1 and φ2. The
fibrous material was modeled as a bed of infinitely long, randomly oriented, overlap-
ping cylinders of radius a. When the fibers are either non-conducting or impermeable
ie λ2 = 0, the Tsai-Strieder (TS) expression for the effective transport property is
λ
λ1
=
1
1− 2
3
ln(φ1)
(5.10)
In a matrix with a polymer volume fraction φ, the volume fraction of the continuous
phase φ1 equals 1 − φ. From the discussion in Chapter 4, we know that φ1 = 1 − φ
equals the accessible volume fraction of a point tracer. Amsden[12] recently suggested
that the above expression for the reduced point tracer diffusivity may be extended for
finite solute sizes, merely by using the accessible volume fraction of the solute φacc,
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instead of φ1. Therefore D/D0 is
D
D0
=
1
1− 2
3
ln(φacc)
(5.11)
As has already been pointed out by Clague[59], this expression for D/D0 differs from
the original Tsai-Strieder model by a factor φ1 because of the way volume fractions
have been defined.
Johansson and co-workers used the so-called cylindrical cell model[14] to derive an
expression for D/D0 in fiber beds. It was assumed that while the solute diffusion
coefficient parallel to the fibers Dp is unaffected ie Dp = D0, the radial diffusion
coefficient Dr is lowered due to the presence of the polymer. Their expression for
D/D0 is
D
D0
= φacc +
lnφacc
φacc
E1(2(− lnφacc)) (5.12)
E1 being the exponential integral function. φacc is measured directly from our simu-
lations.
5.5.2 Simulation Results
We performed diffusion simulations in matrices with immobile polymer chains
in order to test these models. The polymer chains were fixed in space while the
MD equations were solved for the solutes alone as they diffused through the matrix.
These systems correspond to heterogenous hydrogels such as agarose and kappa-
carageenan that are composed of stiff chains with pores that remain constant in
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size and location. We used two kinds of matrices. The first is composed of rod-
like chains of length N = 25, number of chains M = 128 and bondlength b = 1
randomly oriented in a 3D simulation box. Monomers belonging to different chains
could overlap to the extent that their closest distance of approach was no less than
0.75σ. In this respect they differ from the rod-like chains introduced in Chapter 4,
where the monomers on different chains were permitted to overlap completely. The
second type is non-overlapping flexible bead-spring chains with N = 46, M = 64 that
were equilibrated by MD simulation and then quenched. The solute diameters used
were σ and 1.5σ, while the polymer volume fraction φ ranged from 0.02 to 0.25 for
each of these matrices. The accessible volume fraction was evaluated for these solutes
using the grid procedure. Figure 5.6 shows a plot of simulation results forD/D0 versus
φacc along with the predictions of the two models. While the cylindrical-cell model
underpredicts D/D0, the simple Tsai-Strieder model fits our simulation data well for
φacc > 0.6. There is evidence in the literature supporting both the TS[59, 20, 19] and
the Johansson[16, 18] models. We calculated φacc based on a hard sphere criterion,
while in the course of the MD simulation with a finite timestep h, the solutes can
bump into the polymer leading to a smaller effective hard-core diameter. Under
these circumstances, the accessible volume fraction for the solute increases and our
simulation data would be shifted in the direction of the predictions of the Johansson
model.
It is important we note that D values for both rod-like fibers and flexible chains
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Figure 5.6: Solute diffusion coefficients in frozen matrices as a function of φacc along
with the predictions of the analytical models
collapse onto the same curve when they are plotted in terms of φacc is Figure 5.6.
In principle, it is possible to generate chains with different levels of persistence or
stiffness, the extreme cases being the rod-like fiber and the totally flexible chain.
The probe diameter versus accessible volume relationship will be different for dif-
ferent values of the chain stiffness. In other words the free-volume properties will
vary because of the different packing arrangements of chains with different stiffness.
However, our simulation results for the two extreme cases make it highly likely that
for a given amount of free-volume represented by φacc, D will be identical in these
different systems, independent of chain stiffness.
In Chapter 4, we identified that the percolation threshold φcacc in polymer matrices
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was in the range 0.03-0.06. Below the void percolation threshold, diffusion is not
possible and D = 0. For φacc < 0.6, the simulation data departs from the TS model
and veers towards the predictions of the Johansson model, on its way to D/D0 = 0
at φcacc.
5.6 Solute Diffusion in Mobile Matrices
5.6.1 Effect of Solute Diameter
In Figure 5.7 we plot D/D0 as a function of solute diameter d for the N = 25
and 100 solutions and the N = 25 and 100 networks. For a given solute diameter,
diffusion proceeds faster in the polymer solutions when compared to the networks.
The N = 25 network which has the highest crosslinking density has lower solute
diffusion coefficients than either the N = 100 network or the polymer solutions.
This is due to the large solutes finding themselves stuck to a greater extent in the
permanent macromolecular mesh. We also noted in Chapter 4 that the variation
of φacc with probe diameter has the exact reverse ordering compared to the diffusion
coefficients: theN = 25 network has the highest φacc for any given probe diameter and
theN = 25 solution the lowest and so on. This does sound somewhat counterintuitive.
We would normally reason that since the diffusion in solutions is faster compared to
networks, the former have a greater free-volume. Our results show that this need not
be the case necessarily.
Conversely, a higher accessible volume does not automatically guarantee faster
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diffusion. It is possible that diffusion in crosslinked networks is slower not because
of lower free-volume, but due to slower chain dynamics as compared to a polymer
solution. Even if this point seems somewhat obvious, we make it here because mathe-
matical models frequently assume that D is proportional to the probability of locating
free-volume holes. This is certainly true but only if we take into account the effect of
matrix dynamics also. Later on, we will compute the time correlation properties of
the free-volume in different polymer matrices to investigate this point further.
5.6.2 Effect of Accessible Volume on Diffusion
Polymer solutions
That the accessible volume fraction still holds relevance in relating D/D0 to free-
volume when the polymer chains are mobile is not obvious. This is because φacc
is calculated from a purely static analysis of multiple independent snapshots of the
polymer configuration; in reality, the solute has access to free-volume that is created
by the relaxation of the polymer and a sufficiently large solute may force its passage
through the polymer, even if its accessible volume fraction is low.
In Figures 5.8 and 5.9 we plot D/D0 for the N = 25 solution as a function of solute
diameter d at different polymer volume fractions φ. We observe the expected inverse
dependence of D/D0 on both d and φ. Next, we collate the data from both these
figures and look for the dependence of D/D0 not on either d or φ alone, but in terms
of φacc. In Figure 5.10 we show a semi-log plot of the diffusion coefficients of hard
spheres versus φacc for the N = 25 solution. This data has been collated from diffusion
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Figure 5.10: Semi-log plot of D/D0 versus the accessible volume fraction for the
N = 25 solution. The solid and the dashed lines are predictions of the Tsai-Strieder
and the Cylindrical-cell models respectively
simulations in solutions with φ ranging from 0.29 to 0.055 and solute diameter d
ranging from 1− 5σ. Strikingly, D/D0 is solely a function of φacc, irrespective of the
individual values of φ or d alone. In Figure 5.11, we summarize data for the different
chain lengths. Though there seems to be a chain length dependent scatter in the
data, we expect this to vanish in the limit N →∞ allowing us to write
D
D0
∼ f(φacc)
This is one of the central results of our work. It relates solute diffusion in mobile
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polymer chains to a free-volume variable calculated from a purely static analysis. The
function f is not universal; as we shall see shortly, it depends among other things,
on the dynamics of the polymer relaxation and other permanent steric barriers to
diffusion.
Chain mobility causes faster diffusion even for small solutes that have a high value
of φacc. This trend is represented in Figure 5.12 for diffusion in a mobile matrix
along with the analytical predictions for the frozen matrix. For φacc as high as 70%,
matrix mobility influences solute diffusion. As seen from the “ant in the labyrinth
simulations” in Chapter 4, solute diffusion comes to a halt in frozen matrices when
φacc falls below the percolation threshold φ
c
acc ∼ 0.03. However, if the polymer is
mobile, there is no percolation threshold as such and diffusion occurs for accessible
volume fractions much smaller than φcacc. It is interesting to note in Figure 5.10
that the Tsai-Strieder model which was derived for systems without a percolation
threshold traces the shape of the D/D0 versus φacc curve in mobile matrices nicely.
Crosslinked Networks
The analogy between a semi-dilute solution and a crosslinked gel is a common
one. The macromolecular mesh in a crosslinked network is assumed to be similar to
that in a semi-dilute solution at the same concentration, except that the chains are
limited in their motion due to the presence of permanent crosslinking points. We
now study how crosslinking the polymer chains influences the relationship between
D/D0 and φacc. The simulations were performed in N = 25, 50 and 100 networks,
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Figure 5.12: Solute diffusion coefficients in mobile polymer chains of length N = 50.
Mobility of underlying matrix influences diffusion even at high accessible volume
fraction
at multiple values of the swelling ratio ranging from Q = 1.5 to 8.0. For the swelling
ratios Q = 1.5, 1.7 and 2, the largest solute in the diffusion simulation had a diameter
2σ, while for higher Q this value was 5σ.
The diffusion in these networks can be compared in two distinct ways. In order
to study the effect of crosslinking density, one may compare networks with different
ρX (ie different N) at the same value of Q. Alternatively, we may consider a network
with a specific value of ρX (ie given N) and study it at different values of Q. In this
latter case, we are effectively comparing the influence of network chain dynamics.
The mean-square end-to-end distance 〈R2〉 of the network chains at different swelling
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ratios varies with the chain length N as follows.
〈R2〉 ∼

N Q = 1
N7/5 Q = Qeq
N2 Q = Qmax
(5.13)
Q = 1 represents melt conditions, Qeq is the equilibrium swelling ratio of the network
and Qmax is a hypothetical maximum swelling ratio beyond which bond breakage
occurs. In the melt, the network chains are Gaussian. At the equilibrium swelling
ratio, the chain extension is larger, but the chains are still flexible. The chains in the
networks with Qeq < Q < Qmax are stretched taut between crosslinking points. The
dynamics of these chains are much slower than chains at lower values of Q. Thus
employing networks with different swelling ratios allows us to indirectly study the
effect of chain dynamics on solute diffusion.
Effect of Network Crosslinking Density
In Figures 5.13 and 5.14 , we plot D/D0 versus φacc at swelling ratios Q = 4 and
8 respectively for the N = 25 and 100 networks. For starters, we note that the data
in each of these figures does not collapse onto a single curve like it does in the case
of polymer solutions in Figure 5.10. For a given value of φacc diffusion is faster in
the N = 100 network which has a lower crosslinking density. However, for a given
crosslinking density, D/D0 still varies smoothly with the accessible volume fraction.
This is an important result. Put together with our observations for the polymer
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Figure 5.13: Semi-log plot of D/D0 versus the accessible volume fraction for N = 25
and N = 100 networks. Q = 4
solutions in Figure 5.10, we have proved that the accessible volume fraction is indeed
the relevant free-volume variable to be considered in solute diffusion in mobile swollen
polymers.
Also, the analogy between a semi-dilute solution and a crosslinked network needs
to carefully employed when studying solute diffusion. The mesh structure in the
solution is transient, while the mesh makes the network behave increasingly like a
solid material. Since diffusion of large solutes depends on polymer relaxation, we
need to take into account this difference between a polymer solution and a network.
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Figure 5.14: Semi-log plot of D/D0 versus the accessible volume fraction for N = 25
and N = 100 networks. Q = 8
Effect of Network Swelling Ratio
In Figure 5.15, we plot D/D0 versus φacc for the N = 25 network at different
swelling ratios. At Q = 1.5 and 2.0, where smaller solutes were employed, the effect of
sieving by the network is not pronounced and the data collapses onto a master curve
like it does for polymer solutions, while the higher swelling ratios deviate from this
curve. This is because the larger solutes are impeded by the mesh and need to wait for
the polymer chains to rearrange to permit diffusion. For a given value of φacc, solute
diffusion is slower in the Q = 8 network than at Q = 4. Again, this is a result of slower
chain dynamics. As remarked earlier, chains at Q = 8 are stretched taut between the
crosslinks and therefore do not move quickly to redistribute free-volume required for
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Figure 5.15: Semi-log plot of D/D0 versus the accessible volume fraction for N = 25
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Figure 5.16: Semi-log plot of D/D0 versus the accessible volume fraction for N = 100
network at various values of Q
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solute movement. This effect should diminish at lower crosslinking density. Indeed for
the N = 100 network in Figure 5.16, though deviations exist across different values
of Q, these are markedly lower when compared to the N = 25 case.
5.7 Free-Volume Auto-Correlation Function
We can gain some understanding of the dynamics of the free-volume redistribution
in networks and solutions by computing the autocorrelation function (ACF ) of the
accessible volume fraction. When we consider multiple snapshots of the polymer
matrix, φacc computed by performing a grid analysis over the entire simulation box
remains constant for a given solute size across the snapshots. However, the accessible
volume fraction in individual sub-volumes of the simulation box does not remain
constant, but varies due to local polymer segment motion. It is possible to construct
an autocorrelation function across several snapshots by calculating the accessible
volume fraction φacc,SV in a given sub-volume in each snapshot.
ACF =
〈φacc,SV (t)φacc,SV (0)〉 − 〈φacc,SV 〉2
〈φ2acc,SV 〉 − 〈φacc,SV 〉2
In Figure 5.17, we present this ACF for solutions and networks at Q = 4. The
sub-volume was taken as a cube with a volume equal to that of a sphere of diameter
3σ. The correlation functions show a sharp initial decline followed by a more gradual
decay, signatures respectively of local segment motion and large scale motion involving
longer segments of the chain. The fastest decay is shown by chains in solution, with
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Figure 5.17: Autocorrelation function of the accessible volume in polymer solutions
and networks. Bold symbols represent networks, while the lines are for solutions
the shorter chains displaying a marginally faster decay. Also, the correlation functions
for the solutions ultimately decay to 0. For the networks, as the crosslinking density
increases, φacc in the sub-volumes remain correlated for longer times. In addition, the
correlation functions hit a plateau, without completely decaying to 0. This can be
attributed to the presence of regions of high local crosslinking density which makes
it difficult for chains to completely decorrelate the local free-volume.
The decay times, from fastest to slowest, can be ordered as N = 25, 50 and 100
solutions followed by the N = 100, 50 and 25 networks. This is the same trend
that is shown by the diffusivities in Figure 5.7 with the fastest and slowest diffusion
occurring in the N = 25 solution and N = 25 network respectively. This is also an
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exact reverse ordering of the variation of φacc for a given solute diameter, with the
N = 25 network having the largest φacc and so on. This observation lends support to
our claim that inspite of a smaller accessible volume, higher solute diffusivities can
result on account of the faster free-volume redistribution.
We will conclude this chapter by commenting on our use of a simple bead-spring
model to investigate solute diffusion. Rottach et al. [60] used a coarse-grained bead-
spring polymer model to study penetrant diffusion in high density polymer melts.
The diffusion coefficients of small solutes were examined as a function of their size
and the strength of the bending stiffness associated with the polymer skeletal bond
angle. Freely-jointed (no bond angle potential) and “stiff” chains exhibited different
dependencies of the diffusivity on the solute diameter d: d−1.8 and d−4 respectively.
In addition, the long-time tail of the solute velocity autocorrelation function decayed
as t−3/2 and t−5/2 respectively. The authors say that the lower exponents are char-
acteristic of “liquid-like” diffusion, a result of the high local flexibility of the chains.
This flexibility allows the polymer to relax locally and be responsive to solute colli-
sions without perturbing the rest of the chain. This, the authors say, is in contrast
to real polymers where the chain backbone motion is a cooperative process. Includ-
ing polymer “stiffness” via a bond-angle potential induces “polymer-like diffusion”.
To summarize, the authors argue that simple bond connectivity is not a sufficient
for properly modeling solute diffusion in polymers; high chain flexibility due to the
absence of bending stiffness results in nonpolymeric behavior.
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In our work in this thesis, we employ the same coarse-grained bead-spring model,
but without any bending stiffness. Stiff chain models are appropriate for glassy poly-
mers. However, our objective is to study diffusion in polymers swollen by a solvent.
Chain stiffness certainly influences solute diffusion: our own simulations on frozen
matrices and crosslinked networks attest to this fact. However, for a given chain stiff-
ness D/D0 will still remain a unique function of φacc as brought out by the simulations
in crosslinked networks. Additionally, for certain values of the equilibrium bond angle
θ0, the accessible volume fraction can be higher for a given polymer concentration
due to difficulties with local chain packing. This might compensate for the reduction
in diffusivity due to chain stiffness.
5.8 Conclusion
We have demonstrated in this chapter that the accessible volume fraction of the
solute is indeed the relevant free-volume variable to describe solute diffusion in frozen
matrices, and mobile polymer solutions and crosslinked networks. Our simulation re-
sults indicate that the simple Tsai-Strieder model provides correct estimates forD/D0
as a function of φacc for frozen polymer chains with different persistence lengths. D/D0
is a function of φacc alone for mobile polymer solutions. In the case of crosslinked
networks, D/D0 is a smooth function of φacc for a given value of the crosslinking den-
sity. The auto-correlation functions of the free-volume in different matrices were also
calculated. We have determined that inspite of a smaller accessible volume, a matrix
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may display higher solute diffusivities on account of faster free-volume redistribution.
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Chapter 6: Effect of Solute-Polymer Interactions on Solute Diffusion
6.1 Introduction
The previous chapters dealt with the partitioning and diffusion of inert solutes
in polymer solutions and networks. In this chapter, we will investigate the effect of
attractive solute-polymer interactions on partitioning and diffusion. An inert solute
interacts with the polymer via a simple hard-sphere potential. While such a concept
is very useful, it is hardly reflective of reality. Biomolecular solutes such as DNA and
proteins interact with the polymer at various levels: generic hydrophobic, hydrophilic
and electrostatic interactions and specific molecular recognition based interactions.
While even to begin accounting for these diverse effects is beyond the scope of this
work, we would like to make a modest contribution to studying the effect of solute-
polymer interactions on partitioning and diffusion. To the best of our knowledge,
such a systematic study has not been performed for crosslinked networks.
6.2 Solute Partition Coefficients
6.2.1 Widom’s Particle Insertion Method
The partition coefficient of a solute in a polymer host K is influenced by entropic
as well as enthalpic effects. An inert solute dissolves in the polymer host by locating
a free-volume hole large enough that it can reside there without any overlap with
the polymer. On the other hand, a sticky solute can actively dissolve itself by means
of attractive interactions with the polymer host that lower its energy. In the former
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case, the partition coefficient directly equals the probability of insertion, ie K = φacc.
However, we can resort to our knowledge of solution thermodynamics to calculate K
in the more general case where solute-polymer interactions exist.
The solubility, S or equivalently, the partition coefficientK of a solute in a polymer
host can be written as [6]
K = e
−
µex
kT (6.1)
where µex is the excess chemical potential of the solute-polymer interaction. We will
briefly recall some basic identities from statistical mechanics and present the Widom’s
particle insertion method [45]. Widom’s method is an elegant route for measuring the
chemical potential µ of a species in a pure fluid or a mixture. Widom’s method thus
helps us implement the connection between the chemical potential and the partition
coefficient. The chemical potential µ is defined as
µ = (
∂F
∂n
)
nV T
(6.2)
where F is the Helmholtz free energy, n is the number of particles and nV T refers to
the canonical ensemble. The classical partition function in the nV T ensemble for a
system of n particles in a cubic volume V at constant temperature T is
Q =
1
Λ3nn!
∫
exp[−βU(rn)]drn
with β =
1
kT
. The free energy F is related to the partition function Q of the system
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in the nV T ensemble as
F = −kT lnQ
For sufficiently large n, using 6.2, we may write for the chemical potential,
µ = −kT ln(Qn+1/Qn)
= −kT ln 1
Λ3(n+ 1)
− kT ln
∫
exp[−βU(rn+1)]drn+1∫
exp[−βU(rn)]drn
= µid + µex (6.3)
In the last line of Equation 6.3, we have separated the chemical potential into an ideal
gas contribution µid and the excess part µex. The ideal gas part µid can be evaluated
analytically. For µex we separate the potential energy of the n + 1 particle system
into the potential energy of the n particle system, U(rn) and the interaction energy
of the (n+1)th particle with the rest. That is ∆U ≡ U(rn+1)−U(rn). Therefore we
can write µex as
µex = −kT ln
∫
drn+1〈exp(−β∆U)〉 (6.4)
The integral represents an ensemble average over the configuration space of the n
particle system and the positional coordinate of the (n+1)th particle. This is Widom’s
result for the excess chemical potential. The derivation presented above was for
a system comprising n identical particles and the insertion of an identical n+ 1th
particle into this system. Widom’s method can easily be extended for the calculation
of the excess chemical potential by performing insertion of a solute particle into a
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polymer host. In general, the result for the excess chemical potential can be converted
into an expression for the partition coefficient using Equation 6.1.
K = 〈exp(−∆U
kT
)〉 (6.5)
Calculation of K via the particle-insertion method proceeds in a manner analagous
to the calculation of φacc. A random coordinate is chosen in the box containing the
equilibrated polymer host and a trial insertion of a solute is made at this location. The
potential energy of interaction ∆U between the solute and the polymer is computed
using a specified potential energy function. An ensemble average over multiple trial
insertions of a solute in several independent snapshots of the polymer host provides
K via Equation 6.5.
6.3 Modified Lennard-Jones Potential
The standard LJ potential [61] used for computer simulation of liquids consists
of a repulsive core and an attractive tail. As such, it can very well be employed to
investigate the effect of attractive solute-polymer interactions. However, this potential
has a rather large potential cutoff radius, typically rc = 2.5 − 2.8σ and is therefore
computationally demanding.
An alternative from the viewpoint of better computational efficiency is the poten-
tial suggested by Soddemann [62]. The purely-repulsive LJ potential for the solute-
polymer interactions discussed in Chapter 3 is modified in this case by appending a
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short-ranged attractive tail. The potential replicates the behavior of the LJ potential
for r < 21/6σ, while a shifted cosine wave in r2 traces the attractive well between
21/6σ and the potential cutoff distance of 1.5σ.
To avoid instabilities in the MD simulations, the potential needs to be smooth and
have continuous first derivatives everywhere. The tail needs to have a zero derivative
at r = 21/6σ and 1.5σ. Also the potential itself needs to have a value 0 at r = 1.5σ
and −p at r = 21/6σ. p is the depth of the attractive well in units of kT and is related
to the strength of the attractive solute-polymer interaction. By using the parameter
∆αβ to account for the solute size variation, the potential reads,
ULJ =

4²[(
σ
r −4αβ )
12 − ( σ
r −4αβ )
6 +
1
4
]− p r ≤ 21/6σ +4αβ
1
2
p[cos(αr2 + β)− 1] 21/6σ +4αβ ≤ r ≤ 1.5 +4αβ
0 r > 1.5 +4αβ
(6.6)
α and β are obtained by solving the linear set of equations,
21/3α + β = pi
2.25α + β = 2pi (6.7)
yielding α = 3.1730728678 and β = −0.85622864544.
Figure 6.1 shows a plot of the solute-polymer potential energy function represented
by Equation 6.6 for different values of the attractive well depth p with ∆αβ = 0.
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Figure 6.1: Modified Lennard-Jones potential for the attractive solute-polymer inter-
actions. p denotes the depth of the attractive well.
6.4 Partition Coefficients in Networks
Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show a plot of the partition coefficients as a function of the
solute diameter at Q = 4 and Q = 8 respectively for the N = 25 network. The
parameter for the different curves is the attractive well depth, p. The curves have
been generated by averaging over 300 independent configurations taken from an MD
simulation at intervals of 100τ .
The lowermost curves in these figures represent the partitioning of inert solutes.
These curves may be obtained by setting K = φacc or by using the purely-repulsive LJ
potential in Widom’s particle insertion technique. For a given solute size, K increases
with increasing solute-polymer attraction. As mentioned earlier, this represents active
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Figure 6.2: Effect of attractive interactions on solute partitioning in the N = 25
network. p denotes the depth of the attractive well. Q = 4
dissolution of the solute due to the lowering of its energy inside the polymer host.
The larger solutes register higher gains in this respect when compared to the smaller
solutes. For a given polymer concentration, bigger solutes have a smaller accessible
volume fraction where they can fit without overlap. However, once a large cavity is
located, they interact with the polymer chains more due to their larger surface area,
resulting in the large increases in K. The same reasoning can also be employed to
explain the maximum that appears for the case p = 1.2 in Figure 6.2. Here we see
that the partition coefficient increases with an increase in solute size. In this case,
the lowering of the potential energy due to attractive solute-polymer interactions is
dominant for small solute sizes. This offsets the effect of a reduced φacc with increasing
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Figure 6.3: Effect of attractive interactions on solute partitioning in the N = 25
network. p denotes the depth of the attractive well. Q = 8
size, resulting in a net increase in K. This balance persists till a certain solute size,
after which as a result of the lowered φacc, the solute is unable to locate free-volume
holes for favorable interaction with the polymer.
In Figure 6.4 we plot the partition coefficients in the N = 25 network at Q = 4
and Q = 8. For a range of solute sizes, the partition coefficient is higher at Q = 4,
i.e. at the higher polymer concentration. This is yet another feature that arises due
to the competition between volume exclusion and solute-polymer interaction. Higher
polymer concentrations lead to lower accessible volume, but correspondingly greater
opportunities for solute-polymer interactions.
Palasis and Gehrke [63] studied the diffusion and partitioning of acetaminophen
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Figure 6.4: Effect of swelling ratio Q on solute partitioning in the presence of attrac-
tive solute-polymer interactions for the N = 25 network.
within thermally responsive poly(N -isopropylacrylamide) (NIPA) gels. At a transi-
tion temperature of 33o C, NIPA gels exhibit a steep increase in the swelling ratio
with a decrease in temperature. As such, the solute partition coefficient might be
expected to increase below this transition temperature, in accordance with the pre-
dictions of size-exclusion models. However, the opposite trend is observed, with K
decreasing with an increase in the swelling ratio. The authors attribute this to
the dominance of hydrophobic effects over steric hindrance, since the collapsed gel
would provide a hydrophobic environment for a relatively hydrophobic solute like
acetaminophen. Additional experiments with solutes vitamin-B12 (hydrophilic) and
norethindrone (hydrophobic) above the transition temperature confirmed the impor-
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tance of hydrophobic effects. While K for vitamin-B12 dropped sharply above the
transition temperature, K for the hydrophobic solute registered a sharp increase when
the gel was in the deswollen state.
6.5 Diffusion Coefficients
The so-called solution-diffusion mechanism postulates that the permeability of the
solute P across polymer a membrane is given by
P = DK
where D is the diffusion coefficient of the solute in the membrane. For an inert so-
lute, both the diffusivity and the partition coefficient in the membrane decrease with
increasing solute size. This leads to a monotonic decrease in P . However, when
attractive interactions are introduced, we already know that K displays interesting
variations in its dependence on the solute size and polymer concentration depending
on the strength of the interaction. As a logical step, we will now study how attrac-
tive solute-polymer interactions influence the diffusion. Later on, we will put this
information together with the partitioning data and comment on solute permeability.
Srinivas and co-workers [64] performed MD simulations of a tagged solute in a sea
of Lennard-Jones solvent molecules. The study was performed with different strengths
of the solute-solvent attractive interaction. Greater solute-solvent interactions led to
the formation of a solvent-cage around the solute. This also resulted in frequent
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solute-solvent collisions and velocity reversals of the solute. Therefore, the solute
diffusivity was decreased compared to the no-interaction case. Bettini and Peppas [65]
have also reported a decrease in the diffusivity of ionic solutes diffusing through
swollen polyelectrolyte hydrogels. These authors attribute the decrease to polymer-
solute binding due to electrostatic interactions.
Our own investigations on the effect of attractive solute-host interactions on dif-
fusion have been carried out in the case of crosslinked N = 25 and N = 100 polymer
networks, N = 25 polymer solutions and simple Lennard-Jones obstacles. The poten-
tial energy function presented in Section 6.3 was used to calculate the solute-polymer
interactions. The attractive well-depth p is related to the strength of the solute-
polymer interactions. A higher p denotes a stronger interaction. Irrespective of the
value of p, D0 =
kT
Γ
where Γ is the background friction coefficient. Unless explicitly
stated otherwise, the host matrix is assumed to be mobile as well.
6.5.1 Crosslinked Networks
In Figure 6.5 we plot D/D0 as a function of p for the N = 25 network at Q = 4.
The parameter varied for the different curves is the solute diameter, d. The smaller
solutes register a marginal increase in D/D0 at low attraction. Soon thereafter, D/D0
falls sharply due to solute-polymer binding. The solute, now tightly bound to the
polymer , does not have sufficient thermal energy to wiggle itself away.
Contrary to our expectations however, the larger solutes register a significant
increase in D/D0 with increasing p , especially d = 3. The extent of this increase is
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Figure 6.5: Effect of the attractive solute-polymer interactions onD/D0 in theN = 25
network. Q = 4. The curves represent different solute diameters d. ¨ d=1.0, N d=1.5,
• d=2.0, ¥ d=2.5, H d=3.0. Lines are to guide the eye
seen clearly in Figure 6.6, where only the data for d = 3 in the N = 100 network is
presented; attractive solute-polymer interactions result in perceptibly faster diffusion
instead of slowing it down. As can be seen from the data in Figure 6.5, the larger the
solute, the more pronounced this effect is in terms of percentage increase of D/D0
over the p = 0 limit. We also performed diffusion simulations in the N = 25 network
where 50% of the monomers were treated as hard spheres. Instead of Equation 6.6,
a purely repulsive potential was used to calculate the interaction of these monomers
with the solute. For d = 3, we note from Figure 6.7 that the increase of D/D0
with increasing p is comparable to the case when all the monomers are sticky as in
Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.7: Effect of the attractive solute-polymer interactions on D/D0 for d = 3.0.
50 % of the monomers are inert towards the solute. N = 100 network. Q = 4
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6.5.2 Polymer Solutions and Lennard-Jones Liquid
The same trend, that of faster diffusion with attractions is also seen for the N = 25
solution in Figure 6.8. A visual comparison with Figure 6.5 tells us that this effect is
not as pronounced as it is in the case of crosslinked networks. In Figure 6.9 where the
matrix is a simple Lennard-Jones liquid, the effect is almost absent. D/D0 remains
constant or increases slightly at small attractions and then decreases.
6.5.3 Summary of Findings
Our findings regarding the effect of attractive interactions on diffusion are quite
counterintuitive. It is easy to imagine that the stickiness of a solute slows it down
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Figure 6.9: Effect of the attractive solute-polymer interactions on D/D0 for Lennard-
Jones obstacles. Q = 4. The curves represent different solute diameters d. ¨ d=1.0,
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rather than speed up its diffusion.
1. Compared to an inert solute, a sticky solute diffuses faster in a crosslinked
network when the solute-polymer interaction is not greater than the thermal
energy.
2. This effect is more pronounced as the solute size increases.
3. The effect diminishes in polymer solutions and is almost absent for diffusion in
a Lennard-Jones liquid.
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6.6 Solute Velocity Correlation Function
As a means of investigating how the local environment around the solute changes
with solute-polymer interactions, we now compute the velocity auto-correlation func-
tion (V ACF ) [66] of the solute. The V ACF helps us to understand the solute-
polymer collision dynamics.
V ACF =
〈V (t)V (0)〉 − 〈V 〉2
〈V 2〉 − 〈V 〉2
Figure 6.10 displays the VACF plotted for d = 4 in the N = 25 network at Q = 4
as a function of time in units of τ . As p increases, a negative well appears in the
VACF. This well is a signature of the frequent velocity reversals of the solute due
to collisions with the polymer. Thus, we do not notice anything abnormal in the
behavior of the V ACF . High attractions result in a greater polymer concentration
on the solute surface. This is confirmed by the negative well of the V ACF . Since
this should decrease D, not increase it, we do not find any clues here.
6.7 Levitation
In order to offer an explanation for the effect of attractive interactions on diffusion
seen here, we will discuss a similar phenomenon observed in investigations of diffusion
in zeolites.
Zeolites such as NaY and NaCaA consist of large void spaces referred to as su-
percages [67]. These cages are interconnected by 12-ring windows of approximate
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Figure 6.10: Solute velocity autocorrelation function for various strengths of the
attractive interaction parameter p. Solute diameter d = 3. N = 25 network. Q = 4
diameter 8 A˚ in zeolite NaY and a 8-ring window of diameter 4.5 A˚ in zeolite NaCaA.
Each cage has a certain number of surface sites where the potential energy of an
adsorbed penetrant exhibits a minimum. The overall penetrant diffusion in zeolites
with cage-like structures may be said to consist of two subprocesses: intracage and
intercage migrations [68]. Since the diameter of the window connecting the cages is
considerably smaller than the cage diameter, it is expected that diffusion across the
window acts as a bottleneck for intercage diffusion.
The intercage migration is assumed to proceed via two different mechanisms; the
surface-mediated and the centralized-diffusion modes. In the surface-mediated mode,
the penetrant remains close to the surface of the zeolite cage and diffuses by hopping
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from one minima to another. This usually occurs at low temperatures, when the
penetrants do not possess sufficient thermal energy to populate the high-energy region
near the cage center. At higher temperatures, the region near the cage center becomes
increasingly populated leading to an increase in the number of intercage diffusions
via the centralized-diffusion model. Insight into the penetrant motion in zeolites with
cage-like structures is afforded by computing, in addition to the overall diffusivity,
the rate of intercage diffusion kc and the rate of cage visits kv. kv is obtained from kc
by subtracting successive penetrant migrations from cage i to j and then back to i.
Yashonath and co-workers [69, 70, 71] investigated penetrant diffusion in zeolites
NaY and NaCaA using NV E MD simulations. The penetrant-zeolite interaction was
of the normal Lennard-Jones type with a repulsive core and an attractive tail. The
zeolite microstructure was assumed to be rigid and the diffusion coefficients were
calculated for several values of the penetrant diameter, denoted by σs. Since the
window of the zeolite cage acts as a bottleneck, the authors say that the various
transport quantities depend on the cross-sectional area of the penetrant.
kc = βc/σs
2 + c, (6.8)
where βc and c are constants.
In Figure 6.11 we provide a schematic representation of the trend observed by
Yashonath et al when the intercage diffusivity kc is plotted against 1/σs
2. For small
penetrant sizes, kc decreases with an increase in σs in accordance with Equation 6.8.
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Upon reaching a certain value of σs, kc increases with an increase in the penetrant
size. The term anomalous diffusion is used to describe this phenomenon, which is
not to be confused with its usage to describe sub-diffusive behavior. Finally for
very large penetrants, kc decreases again with an increase in penetrant size. Diffusion
simulations were also performed by eliminating the attractive part of the LJ potential
and retaining just the repulsive part. For this situation, the peak disappears and kc
drops continuously with increasing σs. Thus anomalous diffusion is related to the
attractive penetrant-polymer interactions.
The peak is also observed for diffusion in NaCaA, but at a different value of σs.
The authors define γ as
γ = 2.21/6σs/σw
γ represents the size of the penetrant relative to window diameter σw. For both
zeolites, the peak is located for values of σs such that γ ∼ 1. The authors also compute
the activation energy for the diffusion of penetrants of different sizes. The activation
energy is lower when σs is such that γ lies in the region exhibiting anomalous diffusion.
In addition, the local energetic barrier for diffusion across the window is positive when
γ lies in the linear regime, but negative for γ in the anomalous regime.
The authors’ reasoning for this behavior is as follows: When γ is small, the pen-
etrant is small compared to the window diameter and therefore does not have its
energy lowered by interacting with the oxygen atoms on the circumference of the
window. However as the penetrants become larger, this interaction assumes impor-
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Figure 6.11: Schematic plot for the variation of intercage diffusion kc with penetrant
diameter. In the anomalous diffusion regime, diffusion increases with an increase in
penetrant size
tance leading to a lowering of the penetrant energy. In other words, while the smaller
penetrants are content to be localized on one of the surface adsorption sites of the
cage, the larger penetrants have an incentive to diffuse towards the window to lower
their energy. In the tight fit situation, the penetrant size is such that the entropic bar-
rier for diffusion across the window is compensated by the attractions. The penetrant
floats through the window, a process dubbed levitation.
Let us summarize the prerequisites for this anomalous effect to be seen
1. An entropic barrier for penetrant diffusion must exist. It should be possible to
overcome this barrier by energetic interactions with the matrix.
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2. Neither the entropic barrier or the penetrant-matrix attraction should be so
high so as to effectively stop diffusion. For instance, for large enough penetrant
sizes, levitation disappears and diffusion is slower with increasing penetrant size.
To revert to our own results in Section 6.5.1, we see a somewhat analogous phe-
nomenon. For a given solute diameter, increasing solute-polymer attraction in a
certain range results in faster diffusion. The mesh structure in crosslinked networks
presents a permanent entropic barrier or bottleneck, especially for the diffusion of
large solutes. To a certain extent, this is true of the transient mesh in polymer so-
lutions too. As in the case of zeolites, solute-polymer attractions that serve to lower
this barrier will enhance diffusion.
The diffusion of small solutes proceeds relatively unimpeded by the mesh; as such
they do not interact much with the polymer and do not stand to gain by change in the
interaction potential. However, larger solutes can take advantage of the interactions
with the polymer and diffuse through regions of high polymer concentration from
which they are simply excluded by repulsion in the p = 0 case. As demonstrated ear-
lier in Figure 6.4, solute partitioning may be higher at higher polymer concentrations
due to attractive interactions. Therefore, a large solute can diffuse through the steric
barriers it encounters by partitioning across them. In the case of solute diffusion in
LJ obstacles, there are no permanent steric barriers for diffusion and consequently,
increasing p merely decreases D/D0 as seen in Figure 6.9. For a similar reason, the
effect is not as pronounced in solutions as it is in the case of crosslinked networks.
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Of course, we have not offered conclusive evidence here that the phenomenon of
levitation is indeed responsible for the faster diffusion. Another scenario that might
result in faster diffusion is the creation of density fluctuations in the crosslinked
networks due to increased solute-polymer attraction. The increased polymer concen-
tration on the solute surface due to attraction clearly necessitates a lower polymer
concentration elsewhere in the vicinity of the solute. Other solutes, if they are located
in this neighborhood, are likely to diffuse faster due to the reduced polymer concen-
tration. This leads to a higher average diffusion coefficient for a simulation with
multiple solutes. In order to test this hypothesis, we need to perform simulations
with a single solute. If the faster diffusion persists even for this single solute, we may
rule out the hypothesis that density fluctuations due to solute-polymer interactions
are responsible for this phenomenon.
Experiments [72] reveal that transporter proteins such as RaN have extremely
high permeabilities across the Nuclear Pore Complex (NPC), a molecular machine
that regulates the cargo of biomolecules between the nucleus and the cytoplasm in
cells. Ribbeck and Gorlich proposed [73] a model to explain the high permeability
by treating the NPC as a reversible gel with a mesh-like structure that contains hy-
drophobic moieties. The diffusion of large cargo proteins is hindered by the mesh,
unless the protein contains hydrophobic surface residues that interact with the net-
work. In this case, the protein is incorporated into the network structure and the
reversible opening and closing of the reversible network bonds helps in its diffusion.
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Recently, Bickel and Bruinsma have argued [74] that molecular recognition such
as that proposed in the RG model always hinders diffusion. However these authors
propose a scenario under which an increase in the diffusivity is possible : when the
NPC is not a conventional reversible gel, but a confined reversible gel in poor solvent.
In this case, the polymer chains are placed under tension and thermal fluctuations
result in local changes in network the connectivity and a rearrangement of the tension
field. Since the cargo protein interacts with the network, rearrangement of the tension
field results in the creation of multiple local energy minima for the protein. The
protein diffuses faster than a cargo molecule with no recognition groups by hopping
from one minimum to another.
Our simulations indicate that enhanced diffusion is possible even in permanently
crosslinked gels. Contrary to the assertions by Bickel and Bruinsma [74], high en-
tropic barriers combined with attractive interactions speed up diffusion. The effect
is seen here only for a narrow range of attractions i.e. p < kBT and for solute sizes
comparable to the mesh size of the network.
6.8 Solute Permeability
Solute permeability is calculated by simply taking the product P = KD/D0. The
trends observed (not shown) replicate those seen for K: Increase of the permeability
with attractive attractions and under the right conditions, higher permeability in a
denser polymer system.
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6.9 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have investigated the effect of attractive solute-polymer in-
teractions on solute partitioning and diffusion in polymers. The competition be-
tween size-exclusion and solute-polymer interactions produces interesting trends in
the variation of the solute partition coefficient: increase of K with stronger interac-
tions, increasing solute size and increasing polymer concentration. We also report an
anomalous increase in solute diffusivity D with stronger solute-polymer attractions
in crosslinked networks. We hypothesize that this counter-intuitive behavior is due
to a balance between entropic and enthalpic factors. The crosslinked mesh structure
poses a positive energy barrier to solute diffusion. Attractive interactions between the
solute and the polymer tend to lower this barrier, resulting in faster diffusion than in
the no-interaction case.
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Chapter 7: Findings and Future Research Directions
7.1 Findings
The following are the main findings of this dissertation.
1. Solute diffusion coefficients in polymer matrices correlate well with the accessi-
ble volume fraction. This conclusion holds good for both crosslinked networks
and polymer solutions.
2. The mobility of the polymer chains aids diffusion, even of relatively small so-
lutes, significantly. The crosslinking density of a network influences chain dy-
namics. Therefore, this needs to be taken into account in addition to the ac-
cessible volume to describe solute diffusion in polymer networks.
3. Any random crosslinking procedure such as the one adopted in this work may
lead to significant density fluctuations in polymer networks. Even though this
leads to a higher solute accessible volume fraction in networks, it does not
translate into faster diffusion because of the influence of slower chain dynamics
in networks.
4. We report that a solute which interacts with the polymer via an attractive po-
tential diffuses faster than an inert solute of the same size. We hypothesize
that in the presence of such specific interactions, the solute is able to negoti-
ate its way across bottlenecks the occur in the network structure by actively
partitioning across them. The competition between size exclusion and solute-
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polymer interactions also result in a pair of counterintuitive observations (a) an
increase of the solute partition coefficient with solute size for a given polymer
concentration and (b) a higher solute partition coefficient at higher polymer
concentration.
7.2 Future Research Directions
We suggest the following for building upon the knowledge gained from this thesis.
1. Firstly, we have chosen a simple bead-spring representation for the polymer
chains with only excluded-volume and connectivity properties. This model may
be augmented with valence bond angle and torsional angle potentials to simulate
more realistic polymer chains.
2. In order to test the principal conclusion of this work, namely that D/D0 is
related to the accessible volume fraction, we propose experiments with well
characterized solutes in polymer solutions and networks. An estimate of φacc
may be obtained from equilibrium partitioning studies, which provide the solute
partition coefficient, K. The objective is to examine the relationship between
D/D0 and K for inert solutes.
3. There exist analytical expressions that relate D/D0 to φacc in frozen polymer
matrices. These expressions can be used as a starting point to derive analytical
expressions for solute diffusivities in mobile matrices. The key is to identify
a variable that characterizes the dynamics of the free-volume in the polymer
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matrix. Such a variable should also take into account the fact that the dynamics
of free-volume has different effects on solutes of different sizes. At this point it
is not obvious to us how exactly this modeling effort needs to proceed.
4. There is great interest among the electrophoresis research community on the
mobility of flexible chain molecules under the influence of an electric field. Ex-
tensive theoretical work has focused on the interplay between length and the
stiffness of the diffusing chain, the pore size of the gel and the strength of the
electric field in modulating the mobility. The computer program and analysis
techniques that we have developed are immediately applicable to this problem
either for validating models or testing separation mechanisms.
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Appendix A: Nomenclature
Symbols
1. a: In the Amsden model, bond length of the polymer, m
2. aI : Activity, mol m
−3
3. C: Concentration, mol m−3
4. C∞: Characteristic ratio of the polymer chains, dimensionless
5. d: Solute diameter, σ
6. D: Diffusion tensor
7. D : Diffusion coefficient, σ2/τ
8. F : Helmholtz free energy, ²
9. Fij: Interparticle force, ²/σ
10. g(r) : In the Amsden model, probability of finding a pore of radius between r
and r + dr, m−1
11. G: Hydrodynamic coefficient, dimensionless
12. JI : Flux, mol m
2s−1
13. h: Timestep in MD simulation, τ
14. K: Partition coefficient, dimensionless
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15. k: Constant of proportionality between Γ and d, mσ−1τ−1
16. kB: Boltzmann’s constant, 1.38× 10−23JK−1
17. ks: In the Amsden model, adjustable constant, dimensionless
18. K: Hydrodynamic coefficient, dimensionless
19. m: Lennard-Jones unit of mass
20. Mt: Mass of drug released from membrane by time t
21. M∞: Total mass of drug contained in membrane at t = 0
22. M : Number of chains in the simulation box
23. N : Number of monomers per chain
24. p: Depth of attractive potential, ²
25. P : Swelling pressure, ²/σ2
26. Q: Swelling ratio, dimensionless
27. Qeq: Equilibrium swelling ratio, dimensionless
28. r: 3 dimensional vector of monomer and solute positions
29. rij: Interparticle separation, σ
30. rf : Polymer fiber thickness, σ
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31. rs, Solute radius, σ
32. R: In the Amsden model, mean radius of mesh size openings, m
33. R0: Maximum bond extension of the FENE springs, σ
34. T : Temperature, ²/kB
35. v: 3 dimensional vector of monomer and solute velocities, στ−1
36. Vbox: Volume of the box, σ
3
37. Wi: 3 dimensional vector of random forces, ²/σ
Greek symbols
1. ∇: Operator, m−1
2. χ: Polymer-solvent interaction parameter, dimensionless
3. ²: Lennard-Jones unit of energy in MD simulations
4. σ: Lennard-Jones unit of length in MD simulations
5. τ : Lennard-Jones unit of time, σ(m/²)1/2
6. k: Spring constant of the FENE potential, ²/σ2
7. Γ: Friction coefficient, τ−1
8. θ: Lennard-Jones unit of temperature, kB/²
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9. ρ: Number of monomers per unit volume, σ−3
10. φ: Polymer volume fraction, dimensionless
11. ρX : Number of crosslinks per unit volume, σ
−3
12. Γ: Friction coefficient, kg s−1
13. ∆U : Potential energy of interaction between solute and polymer, ²
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Appendix B: Force-Decomposition scheme
In this appendix, we will provide a detailed description of the Force Decomposition
(FD) scheme that we employ to parallelize our Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation.
The FD scheme for parallelizing MD simulations was pioneered by Steve Plimpton.
A detailed discussion of the several approaches for parallelizing MD simulations can
be found in [47, 48]. As discussed in these references, the FD approach offers sig-
nificant savings in terms of inter-processor communication over the standard Atom
Decomposition (AD) methods. The FD approach is also relatively easy to code when
compared to the approaches based on Spatial Decomposition (SD) of the physical
simulation volume. In the following we explain in detail the logic behind the FD
approach.
For interprocessor communication, we use the Message Passing Interface(MPI).
Excellent introductory material on MPI is available on the internet at
http://www.mhpcc.edu/training/workshop/mpi/MAIN.html
Force Decomposition
Typically, an FD simulation code is run on P = 2n processors (Processing Ele-
ments or PE’s for short) ie P = 2, 4, 8, 16 and so on. Each PE assumes ownership
of N/P particles where N is the total number of particles in the simulation. On
assuming ownership of a particle, a PE is responsible for calculating a subset of the
interparticle forces and updating the position and velocity of the particles it owns
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at each timestep. We now explain the FD scheme by considering the simple case of
P = 16 PE’s numbered consecutively from 0 to P − 1. For the sake of convenience
we assume that each PE owns only one particle, though it is simple to relax this
constraint. The particles are numbered from 0 to P − 1. PE 0 owns particle 0 and
so on. We consider simple one-dimensional motion of the particles. For pedagogical
purposes, it is convenient to assume that the PE’s are laid out in a grid form as
depicted in Table B.1. Note that this layout does not correspond in any way to the
physical simulation volume.
The following points pertaining to particle ownership and inter-processor communi-
Table B.1: 16 PE grid discussed in the text. Each PE owns only one particle, but
knows the positions of the particles owned by PE’s that are located in its row and
column. The ordering of the particles in the row and column arrays falpha and
fbeta are listed beside the left and the top margins respectively.
0 4 8 12 1 5 9 13 2 6 10 14 3 7 11 15
0
1
2 0 1 2 3
3
4
5
6 4 5 6 7
7
8
9
10 8 9 10 11
11
12
13
14 12 13 14 15
15
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cation can be understood by referring to the grid.
1. Though each PE owns only one particle, it needs to know the positions of
particles owned by other PE’s in order to calculate interparticle forces. The
FD scheme is set up such that each PE needs to know only the positions of
the particles owned by the PE’s in both its row and column. For instance in
addition to particle 0, PE 0 needs to know the updated positions of particles
1, 2, 3, 4, 8 and 12 at each timestep. Therefore PE’s that own these particles
have to communicate these positions to PE 0 at each timestep.
2. Each PE is responsible for computing the forces exerted on the particles owned
by PE’s in its row by the particles owned by PE’s in its column. PE 0 is respon-
sible for calculating the forces on particles 0, 1, 2 and 3 exerted by particles 0,
4, 8, and 12.
3. We can take advantage of Newton’s third law to avoid duplication of force
calculations by different PE’s. We stipulate that the force on particle i (in the
row) exerted by particle j (in the column), denoted by fij, is computed by a
PE only if the following hold good.
i > j : i+ j is odd
i < j : i+ j is even
For instance, both PE’s 0 and 4 can calculate the interparticle interaction be-
tween particles 0 and 4. However, this computation is assigned to PE 0 as i = 0,
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Table B.2: Elements of the local copy of the falpha array for the PE’s in the first row
after the force calculation routine. The particle on which the force is being exerted
in denoted by a bold numeral
PE 0 PE 1 PE 2 PE 3
1 f04 + f08 + f012 - f02 + f06 + f010 + f014 -
2 f10 f15 + f19 + f113 - f13 + f17 + f111 + f115
3 f24 + f28 + f212 f21 f26 + f210 + f214 -
4 f30 f35 + f39 + f313 f32 f37 + f311 + f315
j = 4 results in i + j an even number. For PE 4, i = 4, j = 0 does not satisfy
the constraint that i+ j be odd.
4. The interparticle forces are held in two temporary one dimensional arrays falpha
and fbeta. If numrow and numcol are the number of rows and columns in the
processor grid and ntotpro is the number of atoms owned by each PE, the
length of the falpha and fbeta arrays are numcol×ntotpro and numrow×ntotpro.
Each PE has a local copy of each of these arrays.
5. As each pair force is calculated, it is automatically summed into particular
positions in the falpha and fbeta arrays. The force fij is summed into the
position corresponding to particle i in array falpha and particle j in fbeta. For
instance, PE 0 computes the force f04 and sums it onto row 1 (corresponding
to particle 0)in its copy of falpha and row 2 (corresponding to particle 4) in
its copy of fbeta.
6. Once the PE’s compute the interparticle forces in accordance with (3) above,
the falpha array of the PE’s in the first row and the fbeta array for the PE’s
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Table B.3: Elements of the local copy of the fbeta array for the PE’s in the first
column after the force calculation routine. The particle on which the force is being
exerted in denoted by a bold numeral
PE 0 PE 4 PE 8 PE 12
1 f10 + f30 f50 + f70 f90 + f110 f130 + f150
2 f04 + f24 f54 + f74 f94 + f114 f134 + f154
3 f08 + f28 f48 + f68 f98 + f118 f138 + f158
4 f012 + f212 f412 + f612 f812 + f1012 f1312 + f1512
in the first column are shown in Tables B.2 and B.3 respectively. At this point,
each PE contains a subset of the forces acting on the particles owned by the PE.
For instance, PE 0 has computed the f04, f08 and f012 forces. The rest of the
interactions involving particle 0 have been computed by other PE’s in the same
row and column as PE 0. For instance PE 2 has computed the f02, f06 and f014
interactions and stored them in its falpha array. PE 4 has computed the f50
and f70 interactions (these terms are the negative of the forces on particle 0).
All these forces have to be communicated to PE 0 in order that the position of
particle 0 may be updated.
Fold operation to communicate forces
The fold inter-processor communication step is so named because the PE’s ex-
change successively smaller portions of the force arrays falpha and fbeta. At the
end of the fold operation, each PE has the total force on each of the particles it owns
and is now ready to update their positions and velocities.
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Table B.4: Elements of the local copy of the falpha array for PE’s 0 and 1 after the
first fold pass along the first row. PE 0 has communicated with PE 2 and PE 1 with
PE 4.
PE 0 PE 1
1 f04 + f08 + f012 + f02 + f06 + f010 + f014 -
2 f10 f15 + f19 + f113 + f13 + f17 + f111 + f115
3 f24 + f28 + f212 f21
4 f30 f35 + f39 + f313
Folding along a row
1. In the first step of the fold process, each PE exchanges half the vector falpha
with a PE that is located numcol/2 positions away. For instance, PE 0 receives
elements 1 and 2 from the local copy of falpha held by PE 2. Similarly, PE 2
receives elements 3 and 4 from the local copy of falpha held by PE 0. Each PE
then adds the elements that it just received to its own local copy of falpha. In
this manner, each PE now possesses a larger subset of the forces on its particles
that it did prior to this step. Once this first step has been accomplished, the
components of the local copies of the falpha array of the PE’s 0 and 1 in the
first row are as in Table B.4
2. In subsequent steps, each PE exchanges information with its counterpart located
numcol/4, numcol/8 positions away and so on. At each step the length of the
data exchanged is halved. In our case, PE 0 sends element 2 of its copy of
falpha to PE 1 and receives element 1 from PE 1. As before, the components
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Table B.5: Elements of the local copy of the falpha array for PE 0 after the second
fold pass along the first row. PE 0 has communicated with PE 1.
PE 0
1 f04 + f08 + f012 + f02 + f06 + f010 + f014
2 f10
3 f24 + f28 + f212
4 f30
Table B.6: Elements of the local copy of the fbeta array for PE’s 0 and 4 after the
first fold pass along the first column. PE 0 has communicated with PE 8 and PE 4
with PE 12
PE 0 PE 4
1 f10 + f30 + f90 + f110 f50 + f70 + f130 + f150
2 f04 + f24 + f94 + f114 f54 + f74 + f134 + f154
3 f08 + f28 f48 + f68
4 f012 + f212 f412 + f612
of the communicated arrays are automatically summed into the local copies.
At the end of this step, the falpha arrays contains force terms as shown in
Table B.5.
3. A similar fold operation is performed along each of the columns. This results in
local copies of fbeta for the PE’s 0 and 4 in column 1 as shown in Table B.6.
A subsequent fold communication between PE’s 0 and 4 results in the array
fbeta for PE 0 as shown in Table B.7.
4. The net force on each particle owned by a particular PE is now calculated by
subtracting the components of the array fbeta from falpha. For instance, per-
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Table B.7: Elements of the local copy of the fbeta array for PE 0 after the second
fold pass along the first column.
PE 0
1 f10 + f30 + f90 + f110 + f50 + f70 + f130 + f150
2 f04 + f24 + f94 + f114
3 f08 + f28
4 f012 + f22
forming this operation for PE 0 using the falpha and fbeta arrays in Tables B.5
and B.7 provides PE 0 with the net force on particle 0.
Expand operation to communicate updated positions
Once each PE has knowledge of the net force on each of its particles, it integrates
the equations of motion to update the positions and velocities of these particles. The
updated positions need to be communicated to other PE’s in its row and column so
that forces can be evaluated in the next timestep. This communication of positions
is carried out by an expand operation which is essentially the inverse of the fold
operation.
Each PE stores particle positions in the two vectors xalpha and xbeta. xalpha
stores the positions of the particle in the row (for PE 0, these would be 0, 1, 2 and
3) and xbeta stores the positions of the particles in the column (for PE 0, these
would be 0, 4, 8 and 12). The length of these vectors are numcol×ntotpro and
numrow×ntotpro respectively.
1. In the first step of the expand process, each PE sends the updated positions of
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its particles to the adjacent PE. For instance, PE 0 sends element 1 of xalpha
to PE 1. In return it receives element 2 of xalpha from PE 1. At this point,
both PE 0 and 1 have the updated positions of particles 0 and 1. The same
exchange occurs between other PE pairs.
2. In the second step, PE’s exchange information with their counterparts 2 po-
sitions away. PE 0 sends elements 1 and 2 of xalpha to PE 2 and receives
elements 3 and 4 of xalpha from PE 2. PE 1 and 3 are involved in a similar
exchange. Now each PE in the row has the updated positions of all particles
in the row. The expand operation is so named because the length of the data
exchange doubles at each step of the operation.
3. A similar expand operation can be performed for the vector xbeta such that
each PE in a column has access to the updated particle positions in the column
at the end of each timestep.
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Appendix C: Fortran computer programs
In this appendix, we provide a partial listing of code segments that we used in our
simulations. We start with a listing of some variables that are critical in understanding
the working of the code. We then detail some of the array variables that are integral
to the parallel sections of the code. The following is the list of subroutines and main
programs that are listed in this appendix.
list1 : Subroutine for particle indexing in a row
list2 : Subroutine for particle indexing in a column
neigh setup : Subroutine to set up PE grid
row exp setup : Subroutine to set up the row expand
col exp setup : Subroutine to set up the column expand
row fold setup : Subroutine to set up the row fold
col fold setup : Subroutine to set up the column fold
expand : Subroutine to perform the expand
fold : Subroutine to perform the fold
generate config : Program to generate excluded-volume chains
gyration : Subroutine to get eigenvalues of inertia tensor
acc vol : Subroutine to determine φacc
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List of important variables
nchn : Number of polymer chains
chnlen : Length of polymer chain
nop : Total number of monomers (nchn×chnlen)
ndif : Number of diffusing solutes
ntot : Total number of particles (nop+ndif)
nprocs : Number of PE’s used in the simulation
numrow : Number of rows in the PE grid
numcol : Number of columns in the PE grid
ntotpro : Number of particles per PE (ntot/nprocs)
ntotrow : Number of particles in each row (ntotpro×numcol)
ntotcol : Number of particles in each column (ntotpro×numrow)
natmmax : max(ntotrow,ntotcol)
nchnpro : Number of chains per PE (nchn/nprocs)
nchnrow : Number of chains per row (nchn/numrow)
nchncol : Number of chains per column (nchn/numcol)
natmpro : Number of monomers per PE (nop/nprocs)
natmrow : Number of monomers per row (nop/numrow)
natmcol : Number of monomers per column (nop/numcol)
ndifpro : Number of diffusants per PE (ndif/nprocs)
ndifrow : Number of diffusants per row (ndif/numrow)
ndifcol : Number of diffusants per column (ndif/numcol)
max pass : Constant
PE grid
Each PE requires knowledge of other PE’s in both its row and column in order
to exchange messages. For this purpose, we set up the rownei and colnei arrays.
Consider the 16 PE grid introduced earlier.
1. rownei(1:numcol): This array contains the list of PE’s in a row ordered from
left to right. All PE’s in a given row have identical copies of rownei. For
instance, PE 0 holds the values rownei(1)=0, rownei(2)=1, rownei(3)=2,
rownei(4)=3.
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2. colnei(1:numrow): This array contains the list of PE’s in a column ordered
from top to bottom. All PE’s in a given column have identical copies of colnei.
For instance, PE 0 holds the values colnei(1)=0, colnei(2)=4, colnei(3)=8,
colnei(4)=12.
These arrays are set up by the subroutine neigh setup described later on in this
appendix. Each PE is also assigned a row rank and a col rank based on its position
in the grid. These variables range from 0 to numcol-1 and 0 to numrow-1 respectively.
For instance, in our example grid, the row rank of PE’s in the first row from left to
right is 0, 1, 2 and 3. Similarly, the col rank of PE’s in the first column from top to
bottom is 0, 1, 2 and 3
Particle indexing
Each simulation consists of a total of nop monomers (nchn chains of length chnlen
each) and ndif solute particles. These particles are numbered (global particle index)
consecutively from 1 to nop+ndif : the monomers from 1 to nop and the solutes from
nop+1 to nop+ndif. The particles are assigned to the PE’s consecutively. The first
nchnpro chains are assigned to PE 0, the next nchnpro chains to PE 1 and so on.
Similarly, the first ndifpro solutes are assigned to PE 0 and so on. The simulation
program is hard coded such that natmpro and ndifpro need to be whole numbers.
Each PE has local copies of the vectors xalphax and xbetax where the x components
of the positions of the particles in its row and column respectively are stored and the
arrays falphax and fbetax where the x components of the forces fij are recorded.
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Similar arrays exist for the y and z components of the positions and forces. Consider
the case of the 16 PE grid introduced earlier. The ordering of particle positions in
the arrays xalphax{yz} and xbetax{yz} in the first row of the grid is as follows. The
positions of the nchnpro chains and ndifpro solutes owned by PE 0 will be registered
first in xalphax{yz}. This is followed by the chains and the solutes owned by PE 1
and so on. For xbetax{yz} in the first column, the positions of the nchnpro chains
and ndifpro solutes owned by PE 0 will be registered first followed by positions of
the particles owned by PE 4 and so on. The same ordering applies to the forces stored
in the arrays falphax{yz} and fbetax{yz}.
We also need to be able to convert between the global particle index and its specific
location in the row or column for a given PE. In order to do this, we set up the
following arrays. PE’s in the same row have identical copies of the arrays listalpha
and rowpostn, while PE’s in the same column have identical copies of listbeta and
colpostn.
1. listalpha(ntotrow): listalpha(j) provides the global particle index (be-
tween 1 and ntot) for a particle located at position j in the arrays xalphax{yz}
and falphax{yz}
2. listbeta(ntotcol): listbeta(j) provides the global particle index (between
1 and ntot) for a particle located at position j in the arrays xbetax{yz} and
fbetax{yz}
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3. rowpostn(ntot): rowpostn(i) provides the location where a particle with
global index i is located in the arrays xalphax{yz} and falphax{yz}
4. colpostn(ntot): colpostn(i) provides the location where a particle with
global index i is located in the arrays xbetax{yz} and fbetax{yz}
The following calls to the mpi library must be included in the main program before
any other mpi calls. These calls identify the number of PE’s nprocs, the PE number
mype which ranges from 0 to P − 1 and the global communicator mpi comm world
integer orig group
call mpi init(ierr)
call mpi comm size(mpi comm world,nprocs,ierr)
call mpi comm rank(mpi comm world,mype,ierr)
call mpi comm group(mpi comm world,orig group,ierr)
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subroutine list1
common /row/ rownei(numcol)
common /rowp/ rowpostn(ntot)
common /lista/ listalpha(ntotrow)
common /atomtype/ iatomtype1(ntotrow),iatomtype2(ntotcol)
integer rownei,rowpostn,listalpha, pe
integer atmbgn1,atmbgn2,atmbgn3
do nei=1,numcol
pe=rownei(nei)
atmbgn1=pe*natmpro+1
atmbgn2=nop+pe*ndifpro+1
jstarta=(nei-1)*(ntotpro)+1
jenda=jstarta+natmpro-1
jstartb=natmpro+(nei-1)*(ntotpro)+1
jendb=jstartb+ndifpro-1
do j=jstarta,jenda
iatomtype1(j)=1 ! POLYMER
listalpha(j)=atmbgn1+(j-jstarta)
rowpostn(listalpha(j))=j
end do
do j=jstartb,jendb
iatomtype1(j)=2 ! SOLUTE
listalpha(j)=atmbgn2+(j-jstartb)
rowpostn(listalpha(j))=j
end do
end do
return
end
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subroutine list2
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z)
common /col/ colnei(numrow)
common /colp/ colpostn(ntot)
common /colp1/ row to col(ntotrow)
common /lista/ listalpha(ntotrow)
common /listb/ listbeta(ntotcol)
common /atomtype/ iatomtype1(ntotrow),iatomtype2(ntotcol)
common /peinfo/mype,row rank,col rank
integer colnei,colpostn,listalpha,listbeta,pe
integer atmbgn1,atmbgn2,atmbgn3
integer row to col, row rank,col rank
do nei=1,numrow
pe=colnei(nei)
atmbgn1=pe*natmpro+1
atmbgn2=nop+pe*ndifpro+1
jstarta=(nei-1)*(ntotpro)+1
jenda=jstarta+natmpro-1
jstartb=natmpro+(nei-1)*(ntotpro)+1
jendb=jstartb+ndifpro-1
do j=jstarta,jenda
iatomtype2(j)=1 ! POLYMER
listbeta(j)=atmbgn1+(j-jstarta)
colpostn(listbeta(j))=j
end do
do j=jstartb,jendb
iatomtype2(j)=2 ! SOLUTE
listbeta(j)=atmbgn2+(j-jstartb)
colpostn(listbeta(j))=j
end do
end do
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jstart=row rank*(ntotpro)+1
jend=jstart+(ntotpro)-1
do j=jstart,jend
i=listalpha(j)
k=colpostn(i)
row to col(j)=k
end do
return
end
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subroutine neigh setup
This subroutine sets up the processor grid and identifies the row and
the column neighbors of each PE. It also identifies the array
positions corresponding to the particles owned by each PE.
include ’mpif.h’
integer rownei(1:numcol), colnei(1:numrow)
integer mype, row rank, col rank
integer orig comm, row comm, col comm
orig comm=mpi comm world
!set up the row and the column numbers for each PE
irow=mype/numcol
jcol=mod(mype,numcol)
!set up the row and the column communicators
call mpi comm split(orig comm,irow,jcol,row comm,ierr)
call mpi comm split(orig comm,jcol,irow,col comm,ierr)
!set up the row and the column rank of each pe
!row rank varies from 0 to numcol-1
!col rank varies from 0 to numrow-1
call mpi comm rank(row comm,row rank,ierr)
call mpi comm rank(col comm,col rank,ierr)
!set up the arrays rownei and colnei that contain
!the list of PE’s in each row and column,
!organized from left to right and top to bottom.
call mpi allgather(mype,1,mpi int,rownei,1,mpi int,row comm,ierr)
call mpi allgather(mype,1,mpi int,colnei,1,mpi int,col comm,ierr)
return
end
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subroutine row exp setup
This subroutine sets up the PE pairs that exchange information during
each pass of the row expand operation.In addition, it identifies the
elements of the array xalphax{yz} that have to be exchanged during
each pass.
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z)
include ’mpif.h’
common /peinfo/ mype,row rank,col rank
common /bud1/ buddy1(0:max pass)
common /row/ rownei(numcol)
common /l1/ length1(0:max pass)
common /sndrcv1/ send index1(0:max pass),recv index1(0:max pass)
common /max info/max row pass,max col pass
integer temp1,temp2,divisor,grpsiz
integer col rank,row rank,rownei
integer postn from,postn to
integer pass,buddy1
integer grpnum1,grphead1,start send1,start recv1
integer send index1,recv index1
maxpass=log10(numcol*1.)/log10(2.)-1
temp1=row rank
do pass=0,maxpass
divisor=2**(maxpass-pass)
! This is the length of the array that i will exchange during
! this pass
length1(pass)=2**(pass)*ntotpro
grpsiz=numcol/divisor
grpnum1=int(temp1/grpsiz)
grphead1=grpnum1*grpsiz
temp2=grphead1+2**(pass)-1
if(temp1.le.temp2) then
! i am the smaller pe in the pair
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postn to=(row rank+1)+2**(pass)
! in this pass, i communicate with this pe
buddy1(pass)=rownei(postn to)
start send1=grphead1
start recv1=grphead1+0.5*grpsiz
! i will send and receive information
! at these locations in the xalphax{yz} array
send index1(pass)=start send1*ntotpro+1
recv index1(pass)=start recv1*ntotpro+1
else
! i am the bigger pe in the pair
postn from=(row rank+1)-2**(pass)+1
! in this pass, i communicate with this pe
buddy1(pass)=rownei(postn from)
start send1=grphead1+0.5*grpsiz
start recv1=grphead1
! i will send and receive information
! at these locations in the xalphax{yz} array
send index1(pass)=start send1*ntotpro+1
recv index1(pass)=start recv1*ntotpro+1
endif
end do
return
end
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subroutine col exp setup
This subroutine sets up the PE pairs that exchange information during
each pass of the column expand operation. In addition, it identifies
the elements of the array xbetax{yz} that have to be exchanged during
each pass.
include ’mpif.h’
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z)
common /peinfo/ mype,row rank,col rank
common /bud2/ buddy2(0:max pass)
common /col/ colnei(numrow)
common /l2/ length2(0:max pass)
common /sndrcv2/ send index2(0:max pass),recv index2(0:max pass)
common /max info/max row pass,max col pass
integer temp1,temp2,divisor,grpsiz
integer col rank,row rank,colnei
integer postn from,postn to
integer pass,buddy2
integer grpnum2,grphead2,start send2,start recv2,
send index2,recv index2
maxpass=log10(numrow*1.)/log10(2.)-1
max col pass=maxpass
temp1=col rank
do pass=0,maxpass
divisor=2**(maxpass-pass)
length2(pass)=2**(pass)*ntotpro
grpsiz=numrow/divisor
grpnum2=int(temp1/grpsiz)
grphead2=grpnum2*grpsiz
temp2=grphead2+2**(pass)-1
if(temp1.le.temp2) then
postn to=(col rank+1)+2**(pass)
buddy2(pass)=colnei(postn to)
start send2=grphead2
start recv2=grphead2+0.5*grpsiz
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send index2(pass)=start send2*ntotpro+1
recv index2(pass)=start recv2*ntotpro+1
else
postn from=(col rank+1)-2**(pass)
buddy2(pass)=colnei(postn from)
start send2=grphead2+0.5*grpsiz
start recv2=grphead2
send index2(pass)=start send2*ntotpro+1
recv index2(pass)=start recv2*ntotpro+1
endif
end do
return
end
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subroutine row fold setup
This subroutine sets up the PE pairs that exchange information during
each pass of the row fold operation. In addition, it identifies the
elements of the array falphax{yz} that have to be exchanged during
each pass.
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z)
include ’mpif.h’
common /peinfo/ mype,row rank,col rank
common /bud3/ buddy3(0:max pass)
common /l3/ length3(0:max pass)
common /sndrcv3/ send index3(0:max pass),recv index3(0:max pass)
integer temp1,temp2,divisor,grpsiz
integer row rank,col rank
integer pass,buddy3
integer grpnum3,grphead3,start send3,start recv3,
send index3,recv index3
maxpass=log10(numcol*1.)/log10(2.)-1
temp1=row rank
do pass=0,maxpass
divisor=2**(pass+1)
length3(pass)=ntotrow/divisor
grpsiz=numcol/divisor
grpnum3=int(temp1/grpsiz)
grphead3=grpnum3*grpsiz
temp2=mod(grpnum3,2)
if(temp2.eq.0) then
buddy3(pass)=mype+grpsiz
start send3=grphead3+grpsiz
start recv3=grphead3
send index3(pass)=start send3*ntotpro+1
recv index3(pass)=start recv3*ntotpro+1
else
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buddy3(pass)=mype-grpsiz
start send3=grphead3-grpsiz
start recv3=grphead3
send index3(pass)=start send3*ntotpro+1
recv index3(pass)=start recv3*ntotpro+1
endif
end do
return
end
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subroutine col fold setup
This subroutine sets up the PE pairs that exchange information during
each pass of the column fold operation. In addition, it identifies
the elements of the array fbetax{yz} that have to be exchanged during
each pass.
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z) include ’mpif.h’
common /peinfo/ mype,row rank,col rank
common /bud4/ buddy4(0:max pass)
common /col/ colnei(numrow)
common /l4/ length4(0:max pass)
common /sndrcv4/ send index4(0:max pass),recv index4(0:max pass)
integer temp1,temp2,divisor,grpsiz
integer col rank,row rank,colnei
integer postn from,postn to
integer pass,buddy4
integer grpnum4,grphead4,start send4,start recv4,
send index4,recv index4
maxpass=log10(numrow*1.)/log10(2.)-1
temp1=col rank
do pass=0,maxpass
divisor=2**(pass+1)
length4(pass)=ntotcol/divisor
grpsiz=numrow/divisor
grpnum4=int(temp1/grpsiz)
grphead4=grpnum4*grpsiz
temp2=mod(grpnum4,2)
if(temp2.eq.0) then
postn to=(col rank+1)+grpsiz
buddy4(pass)=colnei(postn to)
start send4=grphead4+grpsiz
start recv4=grphead4
send index4(pass)=start send4*ntotpro+1
recv index4(pass)=start recv4*ntotpro+1
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else
postn from=temp1-grpsiz+1
buddy4(pass)=colnei(postn from)
start send4=grphead4-grpsiz
start recv4=grphead4
send index4(pass)=start send4*ntotpro+1
recv index4(pass)=start recv4*ntotpro+1
endif
end do
return
end
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Now that the PE pairs that exchange information during each pass of
the expand and fold operations have been identified, we concern
ourselves with the subroutines that actually perform these
communication operations. The expand and fold subroutines are
detailed in the following pages. We present here the format of
the calls to these subroutines.
! CALLS TO THE EXPAND SUBROUTINE FOR ROW AND COLUMN EXCHANGES
call expand(xalphaxp,xalphayp,xalphazp,buddy1,send index1,
$ recv index1,length1,max row pass)
call expand(xbetaxp,xbetayp,xbetazp,buddy2,send index2,
$ recv index2,length2,max col pass)
! CALLS TO THE FOLD SUBROUTINE FOR ROW AND COLUMN EXCHANGES
call fold(falphax,falphay,falphaz,buddy3,send index3,
$ recv index3,length3,max row pass)
call fold(fbetax,fbetay,fbetaz,buddy4,send index4,
$ recv index4,length4,max col pass)
! Note that the arrays xalphax{yz}p refer to the particle
positions after periodic boundary conditions have been applied
to the positions in the arrays xalphax{yz}.
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subroutine expand
This subroutine performs the interprocessor
expand operation
subroutine expand(dummyx,dummyy,dummyz,buddy,send index,
$ recv index,length,maxpass)
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z)
include ’mpif.h’ common /peinfo/ mype,row rank,col rank
common /itr/ iter,iter dummy
dimension dummyx(:),dummyy(:),dummyz(:)
dimension buddy(0:max pass),length(0:max pass)
dimension send index(0:max pass),recv index(0:max pass)
integer pass,vector l,send index,recv index
integer sendindex,recvindex,buddy,partner
integer status(mpi status size)
integer row rank,col rank
do pass=0,maxpass
partner=buddy(pass)
vector l=length(pass)
sendindex=send index(pass)
recvindex=recv index(pass)
call mpi isend( dummyx(sendindex),vector l,mpi double precision,
$ partner,10,mpi comm world,ireqs1,ierr)
call mpi isend( dummyy(sendindex),vector l,mpi double precision,
$ partner,20,mpi comm world,ireqs2,ierr)
call mpi isend( dummyz(sendindex),vector l,mpi double precision,
$ partner,30,mpi comm world,ireqs3,ierr)
call mpi irecv( dummyx(recvindex),vector l,mpi double precision,
$ partner,10,mpi comm world,ireqr1,ierr)
call mpi irecv( dummyy(recvindex),vector l,mpi double precision,
$ partner,20,mpi comm world,ireqr2,ierr)
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call mpi irecv( dummyz(recvindex),vector l,mpi double precision,
$ partner,30,mpi comm world,ireqr3,ierr)
call mpi wait(ireqr1,status,ierr)
call mpi wait(ireqr2,status,ierr)
call mpi wait(ireqr3,status,ierr)
call mpi wait(ireqs1,status,ierr)
call mpi wait(ireqs2,status,ierr)
call mpi wait(ireqs3,status,ierr)
end do
return
end
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subroutine fold
This subroutine performs the interprocessor
fold operation
subroutine fold(dummyx,dummyy,dummyz,buddy,send index,
$ recv index,length,maxpass)
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z)
common /peinfo/mype,row rank,col rank
include ’mpif.h’
dimension dummyx(:),dummyy(:),dummyz(:)
dimension dummyx1(natmmax),dummyy1(natmmax),dummyz1(natmmax)
dimension buddy(0:max pass),length(0:max pass)
dimension send index(0:max pass),recv index(0:max pass)
integer pass,vector l,send index,recv index
integer sendindex,recvindex,buddy,partner
integer status(mpi status size),row rank,col rank
do pass=0,maxpass
vector l=length(pass)
sendindex=send index(pass)
recvindex=recv index(pass)
partner=buddy(pass)
call mpi isend( dummyx(sendindex),vector l,mpi double precision,
$ partner,10,mpi comm world,ireqs1,ierr)
call mpi isend( dummyy(sendindex),vector l,mpi double precision,
$ partner,20,mpi comm world,ireqs2,ierr)
call mpi isend( dummyz(sendindex),vector l,mpi double precision,
$ partner,30,mpi comm world,ireqs3,ierr)
call mpi irecv( dummyx1(recvindex),vector l,mpi double precision,
$ partner,10,mpi comm world,ireqr1,ierr)
call mpi irecv( dummyy1(recvindex),vector l,mpi double precision,
$ partner,20,mpi comm world,ireqr2,ierr)
call mpi irecv( dummyz1(recvindex),vector l,mpi double precision,
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$ partner,30,mpi comm world,ireqr3,ierr)
call mpi wait(ireqr1,status,ierr)
call mpi wait(ireqr2,status,ierr)
call mpi wait(ireqr3,status,ierr)
call mpi wait(ireqs1,status,ierr)
call mpi wait(ireqs2,status,ierr)
call mpi wait(ireqs3,status,ierr)
do ii=recvindex, recvindex+vector l-1
dummyx(ii)=dummyx(ii)+dummyx1(ii)
dummyy(ii)=dummyy(ii)+dummyy1(ii)
dummyz(ii)=dummyz(ii)+dummyz1(ii)
end do
end do
return
end
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program generate config
This program generates initial configuration of excluded-volume chains
which are to be relaxed further by MD simulations.
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z)
#include "para"
#define sigsq sigma 1*sigma 1
#define bndlngth 1.00
#define pers 1.0
#define perssq pers*pers
#define pi 4*atan(1.0)
common /pos/ rx(nop),ry(nop),rz(nop)
common /pos with pbc/ rxp(nop),ryp(nop),rzp(nop)
common /check/ check
common /iseed/iseed
common /boxinfo/ boxl,boxlhlf,boxlcube,boxinv
logical check,check1
character cdate*8,ctime*10,zone*8
integer v(8)
call date and time(cdate,ctime,zone,v)
iseed=-(v(8)*10000+v(7)*100+v(6))
sighlf=0.5
boxlcube=nop*pi/(6*eta)
boxl=boxlcube**(1./3.)
boxlhlf=0.5*boxl
boxinv=1./boxl
do i=1,nchn
itemp=(i-1)*chnlen+1
check1=.true.
check=.true.
do while(check1)
do while(check)
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call posrnd1(itemp)
call poschk(itemp,check)
end do
call posrnd2(i,check1)
end do
end do
do l=1,nop
write(20,*) rx(l),",",ry(l),",",rz(l)
end do
end
c ************************************************************
subroutine posrnd1(itemp)
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z)
common /pos/ rx(nop),ry(nop),rz(nop)
common /pos with pbc/ rxp(nop),ryp(nop),rzp(nop)
common /iseed/iseed
common /boxinfo/ boxl,boxlhlf,boxlcube,boxinv
a=ran1(iseed)
b=ran1(iseed)
c=ran1(iseed)
rx(itemp)=a+(1-a)*(boxl)
ry(itemp)=b+(1-b)*(boxl)
rz(itemp)=c+(1-c)*(boxl)
rxp(itemp)=rx(itemp)
ryp(itemp)=ry(itemp)
rzp(itemp)=rz(itemp)
return
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end
c ***************************************************************
subroutine posrnd2(i,check)
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z)
common /boxinfo/ boxl,boxlhlf,boxlcube,boxinv
common /pos/ rx(nop),ry(nop),rz(nop)
common /pos with pbc/ rxp(nop),ryp(nop),rzp(nop)
common /iseed/iseed
common /reject/ ireject(nop)
logical check,check1
do j=(i-1)*chnlen+2,i*chnlen
check=.true.
do while(check)
theta=(ran1(iseed)-0.5)*pi
phi=ran1(iseed)*2*pi
costheta=cos(theta)
rxj=bndlngth*costheta*cos(phi)
ryj=bndlngth*costheta*sin(phi)
rzj=bndlngth*sin(theta)
rx(j)=rxj+rx(j-1)
ry(j)=ryj+ry(j-1)
rz(j)=rzj+rz(j-1)
rxp(j)=rx(j)
ryp(j)=ry(j)
rzp(j)=rz(j)
! apply periodic boundary conditions
rxp(j)=rx(j)-boxl*floor(rxi*boxinv)
ryp(j)=ry(j)-boxl*floor(ryi*boxinv)
rzp(j)=rz(j)-boxl*floor(rzi*boxinv)
call poschk(j,check)
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if(ireject(j).gt.30) then
do k=(i-1)*chnlen+1,i*chnlen
ireject(k)=0
end do
check1=.true.
return
endif
end do
end do
check1=.false.
return
end
c ********************************************************
subroutine poschk(j,check)
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z)
common /pos/rx(nop),ry(nop),rz(nop)
common /pos with pbc/ rxp(nop),ryp(nop),rzp(nop)
common /boxinfo/ boxl,boxlhlf,boxlcube,boxinv
common /reject/ ireject(nop)
logical check,check1
if(j.eq.1) then
check=.false.
return
else
jmax=j-1
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endif
if(mod(j,chnlen).gt.2.or.mod(j,chnlen)==0) then
jmin2=j-2
xdiff=rx(j)-rx(jmin2)
ydiff=ry(j)-ry(jmin2)
zdiff=rz(j)-rz(jmin2)
xdiffsq=xdiff*xdiff
ydiffsq=ydiff*ydiff
zdiffsq=zdiff*zdiff
rsq=xdiffsq+ydiffsq+zdiffsq
if(rsq.lt.perssq) then
! We use the variable ireject to keep track of monomer-monomer
overlaps. When ireject for a given monomer reaches a given
(arbitrary) value, the entire chain is grown all over again.
ireject(j)=ireject(j)+1
return
endif
endif
do icheck=jmax,1,-1
xdiff=rxp(j)-rxp(icheck)
ydiff=ryp(j)-ryp(icheck)
zdiff=rzp(j)-rzp(icheck)
! apply the minimum image convention
rxij=rxij-boxl*nint(rxij*boxinv)
ryij=ryij-boxl*nint(ryij*boxinv)
rzij=rzij-boxl*nint(rzij*boxinv)
rsq=(rxij*rxij+ryij*ryij+rzij*rzij)
if(rsq.lt.sigsq) then
ireject(j)=ireject(j)+1
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return
endif
end do
check=.false.
ireject(j)=0
return
end
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subroutine gyration(num of chns,chn lngth,num monomers,
$ x dum,y dum,z dum)
This program calculates the three eigenvalues of the moment of inertia
tensor discussed in chapter 3. The radius of gyration of the polymer
chains is obtained from the sum of the eigenvalues. This code segment
is adapted from the molecular dynamics textbook by Rapaport.
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z)
dimension rcmx(num of chns),rcmy(num of chns),rcmz(num of chns)
dimension x dum(num monomers),y dum(num monomers),z dum(num monomers)
dimension rgyrsq(num of chns)
dimension eigval(3)
chninv=1d0/chn lngth
chninvsq=chninv*chninv
chninvcube=chninv*chninv*chninv
do i=1,num of chns
rcmx(i)=0
rcmy(i)=0
rcmz(i)=0
jstart=(i-1)*chn lngth+1
jend=jstart+chn lngth-1
do j=jstart,jend
rcmx(i)=rcmx(i)+x dum(j)
rcmy(i)=rcmy(i)+y dum(j)
rcmz(i)=rcmz(i)+z dum(j)
end do
rcmx(i)=rcmx(i)*chninv
rcmy(i)=rcmy(i)*chninv
rcmz(i)=rcmz(i)*chninv
end do
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do i=1,num of chns
jstart=(i-1)*chn lngth+1
jend=jstart+chn lngth-1
sumxi2=0
sumyi2=0
sumzi2=0
sumxiyi=0
sumxizi=0
sumyizi=0
do j=jstart,jend
xi=x dum(j)-rcmx(i)
yi=y dum(j)-rcmy(i)
zi=z dum(j)-rcmz(i)
sumxi2=sumxi2+xi*xi
sumyi2=sumyi2+yi*yi
sumzi2=sumzi2+zi*zi
sumxiyi=sumxiyi+xi*yi
sumxizi=sumxizi+xi*zi
sumyizi=sumyizi+yi*zi
end do
sumxiyi2=sumxiyi*sumxiyi
sumxizi2=sumxizi*sumxizi
sumyizi2=sumyizi*sumyizi
a1=-(sumxi2+sumyi2+sumzi2)
a2= sumxi2*sumyi2+sumxi2*sumzi2+sumyi2*sumzi2
$ -sumxiyi2-sumxizi2-sumyizi2
a3= sumxiyi2*sumzi2+sumxizi2*sumyi2+sumyizi2*sumxi2
$ -sumxi2*sumyi2*sumzi2-2*sumxiyi*sumxizi*sumyizi
a1=a1*chninv
a2=a2*chninvsq
a3=a3*chninvcube
call eigen(a1,a2,a3,eigval)
rgyrsq(i)=eigval(1)+eigval(2)+eigval(3)
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sumeig1(i)=sumeig1(i)+eigval(1)
sumeig2(i)=sumeig2(i)+eigval(2)
sumeig3(i)=sumeig3(i)+eigval(3)
end do
return
end
c ************************************
subroutine eigen(a1,a2,a3,eigval)
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z)
parameter (oneby3=1./3.,oneby54=1./54.)
dimension eigval(3)
twopi=2*pi
fourpi=4*pi
a1sq=a1*a1
a1by3=a1*oneby3
q1=dsqrt(a1sq-3*a2)*oneby3
q2=(2*a1sq*a1-9*a1*a2+27*a3)*oneby54
t=acos(q2/(q1*q1*q1))
twoq1=-2*q1
eigval(1)= twoq1*cos(t*oneby3)-a1by3
eigval(2)= twoq1*cos((t+twopi)*oneby3)-a1by3
eigval(3)= twoq1*cos((t+fourpi)*oneby3)-a1by3
do i=1,2
do j=1,2
jplus1=j+1
if(eigval(jplus1).lt.eigval(j)) then
temp=eigval(jplus1)
eigval(jplus1)=eigval(j)
eigval(j)=temp
endif
end do
end do
return
end
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program acc vol
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z)
This program calculates the accessible volume fraction using the grid
procedure described in Chapter 4. The use of a linked-list combined
with a binning procedure for calculating monomer-probe distances
greatly reduces CPU time needed for these calculations.
#include "para" !contains information reg. number of chains etc
#include "diafile" !contains information probe diamters
#define nframes 300 !number of independent matrix configurations
#define monomerdia 1.0
#define ndia 7 ! number of different probe sizes
#define pi (4.*atan(1.0))
#define rgrid 0.05 ! lattice spacing
#define ihigh 1000000
common /count/icount(ndia)
common /dia/ diamax,diamin,testdia(ndia)
integer head
allocatable map(:),head(:)
dimension links(nop)
icount=0
call boxcalc
call constants(ncellvoid,ncellgrid)
allocate (map(ncellvoid*27))
do iframe=1,nframes
allocate (head(ncellvoid))
call posinp
call maps(ncellvoid,map)
call binning(ncellvoid,head,links)
call grid positions(ncellvoid,ncellgrid,map,head,links)
deallocate (head)
end do
do i=1,ndia
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probedia=testdia(i)
acc vol frac=icount(i)*1.0/(ncellgrid*nframes)
write(*,*)probedia,acc vol frac
end do
end
c *****************************************
subroutine boxcalc
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z)
double precision negboxlhlf
common /boxinfo/ boxl,boxinv,boxlhlf,negboxlhlf,boxlcube
boxl=(nop*pi/(6*eta))**(1./3.)! eta is the polymer volume fraction
boxinv=1./boxl
boxlhlf= boxl/2
negboxlhlf=-boxlhlf
boxlcube=boxl*boxl*boxl
return
end
c ************************************************
subroutine constants(ncellvoid,n,ncellgrid)
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z)
double precision negboxlhlf
common /cell info/ cell,cellhlf,cellinv
common /cell infogrid/ cellgrid,cellhlfgrid,cellinvgrid
common /boxinfo/ boxl,boxinv,boxlhlf,negboxlhlf,boxlcube
common /dia/ diamax,diamin,testdia(ndia)
common /void/ mvoid,msqvoid
common /grid/ mgrid,msqgrid
logical check
testdia(1)=s1
testdia(2)=s2
testdia(3)=s3
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testdia(4)=s4
testdia(5)=s5
testdia(6)=s6
testdia(7)=s7
diamax=max(testdia(1),testdia(ndia))
diamin=testdia(1)
rvoid=(diamax/2)+(monomerdia/2)
rvoid =min(boxl/2,rvoid)
check=.true.
mvoid=ihigh
do while(check)
cellngth=boxl/mvoid
if(cellngth.gt.rvoid) then
check=.false.
msqvoid=mvoid*mvoid
ncellvoid=mvoid*mvoid*mvoid
else
mvoid=mvoid-1
endif
end do
cell=boxl/mvoid
cellhlf=0.5*cell
cellinv=1.d0/cell
check=.true.
mgrid=ihigh
do while(check)
cellngthgrid=boxl/mgrid
if(cellngthgrid.gt.rgrid) then
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check=.false.
msqgrid=mgrid*mgrid
ncellgrid=mgrid*mgrid*mgrid
else
mgrid=mgrid-1
endif
end do
cellgrid=boxl/mgrid
cellhlfgrid=0.5*cellgrid
cellinvgrid=1.d0/cellgrid
return
end
c ***********************************************
subroutine posinp
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z)
common /pos/ rx(nop),ry(nop),rz(nop)
common /pos with pbc/ rxp(nop),ryp(nop),rzp(nop)
open(unit=10,file=matrix coordinates)
do i=1,nop
read(10,*) rx(i),ry(i),rz(i)
end do
call pbc
return
end
c **************************************************
subroutine pbc
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z)
double precision negboxlhlf
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common /boxinfo/ boxl,boxinv,boxlhlf,negboxlhlf,boxlcube
common /pos/ rx(nop),ry(nop),rz(nop)
common /pos with pbc/ rxp(nop),ryp(nop),rzp(nop)
do i=1,nop
rxi=rx(i)
ryi=ry(i)
rzi=rz(i)
rxp(i)=rxi-boxl*floor(rxi*boxinv)
ryp(i)=ryi-boxl*floor(ryi*boxinv)
rzp(i)=rzi-boxl*floor(rzi*boxinv)
end do
return
end
c ***********************************************************
subroutine maps(ncellvoid,map)
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z)
common /dia/ diamax,diamin,testdia(ndia)
common /void/ mvoid,msqvoid
common /cell info/ cell,cellhlf,cellinv
integer x, y,z
integer xplus1,yplus1,zplus1
integer xminus1,yminus1,zminus1
dimension map(ncellvoid*27)
icell(x,y,z)=x+(y-1)*mvoid+(z-1)*msqvoid
do z=1,mvoid
zplus1=1+mod(z,mvoid)
zminus1=z-1
if(z.eq.1) zminus1=mvoid
do y=1,mvoid
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yplus1=1+mod(y,mvoid)
yminus1=y-1
if(y.eq.1) yminus1=mvoid
do x=1,mvoid
icellid=icell(x,y,z)
icell0=(icellid-1)*27
xplus1=1+mod(x,mvoid)
xminus1=x-1
if(x.eq.1) xminus1=mvoid
map(icell0+1)=icell(x,y,z)
map(icell0+2)=icell(xplus1,y,zplus1)
map(icell0+3)=icell(xplus1,y,zminus1)
map(icell0+4)=icell(xplus1,yplus1,z)
map(icell0+5)=icell(xplus1,yplus1,zplus1)
map(icell0+6)=icell(xplus1,yplus1,zminus1)
map(icell0+7)=icell(xplus1,yminus1,z)
map(icell0+8)=icell(xplus1,yminus1,zplus1)
map(icell0+9)=icell(xplus1,yminus1,zminus1)
map(icell0+10)=icell(xplus1,y,z)
map(icell0+11)=icell(x,y,zplus1)
map(icell0+12)=icell(x,y,zminus1)
map(icell0+13)=icell(x,yplus1,z)
map(icell0+14)=icell(x,yplus1,zplus1)
map(icell0+15)=icell(x,yplus1,zminus1)
map(icell0+16)=icell(x,yminus1,z)
map(icell0+17)=icell(x,yminus1,zplus1)
map(icell0+18)=icell(x,yminus1,zminus1)
map(icell0+19)=icell(xminus1,y,z)
map(icell0+20)=icell(xminus1,y,zplus1)
map(icell0+21)=icell(xminus1,y,zminus1)
map(icell0+22)=icell(xminus1,yplus1,z)
map(icell0+23)=icell(xminus1,yplus1,zplus1)
map(icell0+24)=icell(xminus1,yplus1,zminus1)
map(icell0+25)=icell(xminus1,yminus1,z)
map(icell0+26)=icell(xminus1,yminus1,zplus1)
map(icell0+27)=icell(xminus1,yminus1,zminus1)
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end do
end do
end do
return
end
c ***************************************************
subroutine binning(ncellvoid,head,links)
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z)
common /pos/ rx(nop),ry(nop),rz(nop)
common /pos with pbc/ rxp(nop),ryp(nop),rzp(nop)
common /cell info/ cell,cellhlf,cellinv
common /dia/ diamax,diamin,testdia(ndia)
common /void/ mvoid,msqvoid
dimension head(ncellvoid),ibin(nop),links(nop)
integer head
head=0
links=0
ibin=0
do i=1,nop
rxii=rxp(i)*cellinv
ryii=ryp(i)*cellinv
rzii=rzp(i)*cellinv
ibin(i)=1+int(rxii) +int(ryii)*mvoid+int(rzii)*msqvoid
end do
do icell=1,ncellvoid
head(icell)=0
end do
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do i=1,nop
icellno=ibin(i)
links(i)=head(icellno)
head(icellno)=i
end do
return
end
c **********************************************
subroutine grid positions(ncellvoid,ncellgrid,map,head,links)
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z)
double precision negboxlhlf
common /cell infogrid/ cellgrid,cellhlfgrid,cellinvgrid
common /boxinfo/ boxl,boxinv,boxlhlf,negboxlhlf,boxlcube
common /grid/ mgrid,msqgrid
dimension map(ncellvoid*27),head(ncellvoid),links(nop)
integer head
do k=1,mgrid
do j=1,mgrid
do i=1,mgrid
xcoor=(i-1)*cellgrid+cellhlfgrid
ycoor=(j-1)*cellgrid+cellhlfgrid
zcoor=(k-1)*cellgrid+cellhlfgrid
call calc dist(xcoor,ycoor,zcoor,
$ ncellvoid,ncellgrid,
$ map,head,links)
end do
end do
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end do
return
end
c *******************************************
subroutine calc dist(xcoor,ycoor,zcoor,
$ ncellvoid,ncellgrid,
$ map,head,links)
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z)
double precision negboxlhlf
common /pos with pbc/ rxp(nop),ryp(nop),rzp(nop)
common /cell info/ cell,cellhlf,cellinv
common /boxinfo/ boxl,boxinv,boxlhlf,negboxlhlf,boxlcube
common /dia/ diamax,diamin,testdia(ndia)
common /void/ mvoid,msqvoid
common /count/icount(ndia)
dimension map(ncellvoid*27)
dimension head(ncellvoid),ibin(nop),links(nop)
integer head
rxii=xcoor*cellinv
ryii=ycoor*cellinv
rzii=zcoor*cellinv
checkrad=0.5*diamin+0.5*monomerdia
checkradsq=checkrad*checkrad
ibinloc=1+int(rxii)+mvoid*int(ryii)+msqvoid*int(rzii)
rsqmin=ihigh
icell=ibinloc
icell0=(icell-1)*27
ibgn=icell0+1
iend=icell0+27
do ii=ibgn,iend
jcell=map(ii)
j=head(jcell)
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do while(j.gt.0)
rxij=xcoor-rxp(j)
ryij=ycoor-ryp(j)
rzij=zcoor-rzp(j)
call minimg(rxij,ryij,rzij)
rijsq=rxij*rxij+ryij*ryij+rzij*rzij
if(rijsq.lt.checkradsq) then
return
elseif(rijsq.lt.rsqmin)then
rsqmin=rijsq
else
endif
j=links(j)
end do
end do
dia=2*(dsqrt(rsqmin)-0.5*monomerdia)
if(dia.ge.s1.and.dia.lt.s2) then
i1=1
elseif(dia.ge.s2.and.dia.lt.s3) then
i1=2
elseif(dia.ge.s3.and.dia.lt.s4) then
i1=3
elseif(dia.ge.s4.and.dia.lt.s5) then
i1=4
elseif(dia.ge.s5.and.dia.lt.s6) then
i1=5
elseif(dia.ge.s6.and.dia.lt.s7) then
i1=6
elseif(dia.ge.s7)then
i1=7
endif
do i=1,min(ndia,i1)
icount(i)=icount(i)+1
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end do
return
end
c **************************************************
subroutine minimg(rxij,ryij,rzij)
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z)
double precision negboxlhlf
common /boxinfo/ boxl,boxinv,boxlhlf,negboxlhlf,boxlcube
if(rxij.gt.boxlhlf) then
rxij=rxij-boxl
elseif(rxij.lt.negboxlhlf)then
rxij=rxij+boxl
else
endif
if(ryij.gt.boxlhlf) then
ryij=ryij-boxl
elseif(ryij.lt.negboxlhlf)then
ryij=ryij+boxl
else
endif
if(rzij.gt.boxlhlf) then
rzij=rzij-boxl
elseif(rzij.lt.negboxlhlf)then
rzij=rzij+boxl
else
endif
return
end
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